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CHA.ra!R 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Masereroeyb»rAMy>«-w)i*«iy»
Prior to tho development of the maeer# Euaplificatlon - 
and oacillation in microwave devices were obtained by the con­
version of d-o power to r-f power through the interaction of 
charged particles with an electromagnetio field# In the maser 
devices with whioh we are concerned» energy conversion is 
achieved through the interaction of an electromagnetic field 
with a molecular system which may be uncharged#
In the past# prime interest in the field of Microv^ave 
Spectroscopy has been confined to the study of the mechanisms
governing the absorption of microwave energy by a quantum
system. It was realisiod# nevertheless» that under certain ■
conditions • a quantum system could- emit microwave* energy upon
the application of a, prescribed stimulant# The nmm maser is 
thus, derived as an acronym for **MiorowaVG Amplification by 
Stimulated Emission of Radiation" #
Molecular systems whioh are initially in thermal equi­
librium with their surroundings will absorb radiation, for in 
such equilibrium the energy states of the systems will be 
populated according to a Boltismann distribution. If just two 
energy states of an electron spin-aystern in a d-o magnetic 
field are considered, the lower energy state will be more., 
densely populated than the higher energy state. To maîce the
system emissivo# it le neoeseary to upset this 'balance and 
arrange for the higher energy level to contain the larger pro^ 
portion of the electron population# The ease by whioh this 
"inversion" can he obtained will depend upon the mechanisms 
governing the restoration of therml equilibrium and upon the 
sharpness of the energy levels#
Efficient maser operation is highly dependent upon the 
material whioh is being excited, and many materials are being 
investigated for such use# Efficient operation in this context 
is taken to mean a largo gain-bandwidth product if the system 
acts as an amplifier, and spectral purity if the system acta 
as an oscillator. In addition, the mechanisms governing the 
restoration of thermal equilibrium in an activated material 
are tempera tu x^e dependent, and thus present day masers operate 
at temperatures in the liquid nitrogen to liquid helium range# 
The principal attraction of a maser system, however, 
lies in the low noise figure, or noise temperature, that can 
be attained* Conventional raicrowave receivers have overall 
noise temperatures of the order of 1800%, whereas, one obser­
ver^ has reported a noise temperature of 2 0 %  for a particular 
maser amplifier* Since the principal noise contribution in a 
receiver comes from the first stage (if that stage has a rea­
sonably high gain), one can see that a conventional microwave 
receiver preceeded by a mmox operating at the same frequency 
will constitute a very sensitive reoeiver indeed. Buch a
osystem would be particularly suitable for radio astronomy 
and for long range radars, provided that the galn-bandwldth 
criteria wore satisfied in the particular application#
There are in existence two types of maser systems# 
namely: a) those which utilise emissive material in the gas­
eous state# and b) those which ox)erate with emissive roaterial 
in the solid state# It is with a subdivision of the latter 
type that this thesis will be concomed# For the purpose of 
completeness# however# a brief review of the evolution of 
the various maser types follows#
The first literature on stimulated emission was ascribed 
to Einstein^ who formulated a treatment relating the proba- 
bilitias for emission and absorption of radiation in a molecu­
lar system when that system was under the influence of an ap­
plied radiation field. The first paper exploring the possi­
bilities of maser action was by V/eber^  (Univ. of Maryland#* 
1965)# A gaseous (ÊH5) maser was later developed by Gordon# 
Zeiger and Townes'^ (Oolumbia University# 1954) • This was ■ 
followed by the experiiuenta of Oombrisson and Townes^ in 1955 
on a pulsed two-level solid-state maser* In 1956# Bloexa- 
bergen^ (Harvard University) proposed a scheme for a throe^ 
level (continuously operating) maser# which.was quickly dc-
veloped by S c o v i l ^  (Bell Telephone labs# # 1956)*
1.2 Scope of Thesis
This thesis is concerned with the development of a * 
two-level, X-hand (3 cm.), solid-state maser for operation 
at liquid helium tempo ratures. The work was Initiated as 
part of a programme of investigations in the field of elec­
tron spin resonance at the University of St. Andrews.
When the thesis programme commenced in 1957, it was 
planned to develop a two-level, solid-state maser as a micro' 
wave amplifier, hut it ‘became evident, with the advance of 
maser technology, that the throe-level maser constituted a 
much more efficient araplifier system* Therefore, the thesis 
programme was directed toward invoetigating the possibility 
of using the two-level, solid-state maser as a pulsed micro­
wave Oscillator.
Unlike the three-level maser, the two-level system 
could theoretically be used to generate pulsed oscillations 
at a frequency higher than the frequency of inversion, and 
it was conceivable that useful amounts of power could be 
generated in the millimetrie and oub-mi 11 imotrio regions of 
the spectrum by such means# Since any development along 
this line would be a long term programme, this thesis was 
restricted to an investigation of the problems associated 
with inversion and spontaneous (but controlled) oscillation 
at the same JC-band frequency.
The principal materials selected for investigation 
were crystals of neutron-irradiated diamond and neutron-
5irradiated magnesium oxide. To the beet of our knowledge,* 
ouch diamonds had not been previously investigated as pot en- • 
tial maser crysta.ls* Heutron-irradiated MgO had been examined 
by Chester et al#^*^ who obtained successful maser araplifi- 
cation with this type of material# However# these investi­
gators had not observed spontaneous oscillations with such 
crystals#
Chapters 2, 5# 4 and 5 of the thesis cover the essen­
tials of electron spin resonance and rnaser theory as applied 
to the problems at hand# The theory of two-level# solid- 
state masers has boon covered to a large extent by several 
authors^^ and will not be fully repeated here. In Chapter 
5# details are given of the parwaagnetio crystals employed in 
this thesis. In Chapter 6# the experimental equipment and 
its design are covered in detail# while the remaining two 
chapters deal with experimental résulté, investigations and 
conclusions.
6CHâOTR a
STIKTOLâïJED Aim SDOHTMSOUS EMISSION OS RADIATION
8.1 Sinatein Transition proDaDilitios
A radiation field can interact with an atomic system to 
effect transitions between stationary states of the atomic 
system if the radiation field contains oompononts near a Bohr 
frequency. Spontaxieouo transitions can also take place within 
the system in the absence of an applied radiation field# The 
prohahilitles for such transitions ware first postulated by 
Einstein^ in 1917 in his quantum theory of black-body radia- 
tion#
Photons obey Bose-Einatein statistics and can be treated 
formally as linear oscillators. In this way# Planck obtained 
an expression for the energy density due to oscillators with 
frequencies between V and y / dV# to give his radiation law#
where C(v) represents the equilibrium energy density in the 
radiation field.
In the Einstein treatment, if k and 1 represent 
states of the atomic system# and and H-i ^Gnote
the number of atoms in the and ith states# respectively
(for E]f El)# the number of atoms» E]^ i# making a transition
7from k to 1 por second will be
% 1  " / %Bicl PCVki) (8.8)
in the case of equilibrium between the atoms and a radiation 
field. The first tern on the right hand side of Equation 2*2 
reprosentfs spontaneous transitions and is proportional to 
while the second term represents induced emissions and is 
proportional to and to the density of the radiation
field at the Bohr frequency# The .expressions and B].-x
are time-independent quantities* In the same way, the number 
of atoms making a transition from 1 to k per second will 
ho
% k  - P U k ) (8.3)
corresponding to absorption* The spontaneous transition 
coefficient in this case is %;ero. . The coefficients#
%^1 Bxk» ™  the above equations are called the Einstein
Transition probabilities# In the state of equilibrium 
when the number of transitions upwards and downwards must be 
equal, the above equations will be equal* Then it can be 
proved that#
®kl = Bii5
^ 3
A - h ("VKl) B kI / g A \
ami in equilibrium and are related by the Boltzmann
factor
ï-»Swfj*w» * 5 gxp|^-(£k‘~ ^ (2.5)
From the above rolationshipo we may derive the Planck radia­
tion formula#
The Einstein relationships have bean stressed to show 
that spontaneous (phase incoherent) emission at microwave 
frecihencies is negligible in comparison to the coherent in­
duced emission, for if we substitute values in Equation 2,4 
for A^ x^# at 10 kMc/s, then A^ x^ %  % i  % G % 10"^^ and 
hence ma,y be neglected in any practical calculations other 
than on noise»
2.3 The Emissive Condition '
It can be seen from Equations 3.3 and 2.3, that if we 
legitimately neglect the spontaneous transition probability, 
%cl^ the condition for emission of radiation reduces to the 
simple form %  Bx « Thus the emissive oondition requires 
that the equilibrium ;po|?ulation distribution in the atomic 
states should be inverted. It is further evident that after 
inversion# the ratio# Bj^ /Hx # should be as high as possible • 
for the emitted power will be proportional to the population 
difference. Bow-.a perfect population inversion in a two- 
level spin system will correspond mathematioally to a spin
9temperature ohange from / ^initial to - ^initial# hence 
the initial {equilihriuia) temperature should he as low as 
possible* Even at low temperatures population differences 
at 10 Mio/s are not large* For exm'aple# with this two-level 
system, the population ratios would be
2 99*8^ for T z 500%
Hx
% • 3Qfo for T » 4 %Hi
Under "steady-state" conditions with the two-level spin system 
a negative temperature cannot bo realized as the density of 
the incident radiation field is increased* The best that one 
can hope to achieve under ouch conditions is an equality of 
populations corresponding to a spin temperature of /cO *
It is necessaiy to employ transient techniques to effect a 
population inversion between two energy levels of a spin 
system* This will be discussed in Ghaptor 5:.,*
8.3 Treatment of Z m m M M U  E E a M M M M & m
The topic :! of transition probabilities will be discus sod 
briefly from the quantum-mechanical viewpoint, as the results 
of this treatment are of great importance in our later calcu­
lations. The results will be quoted without proof which has 
been fully derived by various authors^^*^^. For simplicity,
10
the diecuBsion will be a semi-classical one-with the radia­
tion field unquantized, and only coherent radiation will be 
considered*
In most many-body problems, the exact Eamiltonian- 
Function cannot be calculated# and consequently the 
Bchrddinger equation can be solved exactly in only a few 
simple cases* To overcome this drawback# approximation tech­
niques such as the Perturbation Method may be applied,# An 
energy perturbation in an atomic system may be of a time- 
independent or time-dependent nature# The perturbing influ­
ence of an electric field in a paramagnetic salt such as 
Ti^^#set up by surrounding charges# may be taken as an ax- ' 
ample of the former perturbation# The influence of eleotro- 
riiagnétio radiation on a paramagnetic system {again such as
may be regarded as an example of the latter type of 
perturbation* It is with the tinio-dependent -perturbations 
that we shall concern ourselves#
The time-dependent Schr^dixiger equation is of the form
^  (2.6)
where H « Hq / H ’ % Hamiltonian operator for the
perturbed system
Ilg « Hamiltonian operator for the unperturbed system
H* » Time dependent energy perturbation operator#
How since any state function may be expressed in terns of a
linear oombination of pure energy state functions (or, using 
the Dirac terminology,, since any ket can be expressed linear­
ly in terms of the basic kcts of a representation) $ the wave 
function for the perturbed system may be written,
f  =  2 j %  ( 8 . 7 )n  ' '
Where the are independent of time and related to ^  by#
f  = Z^n(t)%e% g ( - m n & )  (8*8)n ^
In Equation B»8 is the energy of the stationary state %  ,
i » .pi and M m. h/BiL
Straightforward analysis for the tima-dependenee of the 
then give#
&  E°k(t) (E,y «xp(8mx.^t) (2.9)
K
where Hnk ie the matrix element forming the representatrive of
the Hamiltonian operator for states n and k, such that,
(«A) * (8.10)
V
the integration extending over the Whole volumc,V, of the 
co-ordinate system, The term T^ nK represents the transition 
frequenoy between states n and k . ândris given by VnK *
- E^)/h# The term, Y oonjugate complex of . ^  #
If the system is - in state- k at time t ».o#- before the 
perturbation ie applied, then jo^j^ will give the probability
12
that the system is in state n after time t* In this case# 
therefore# 0^ # 1# and all the other C ^ e » O a t  t « 0 # s o  
that
Cyj(t) » i 1% À
expCsKiV t)dlt. (2.11)DK
o
#j 2 'K ( H *) exp' -2 K i ) :t/hj - 1 { p i ^
^ SK(Ej^
In the case of a magnetic dipolo transition between states 
n and k under the influence of a perturbing electromagnetic 
field (BcosB'ÏVt) # the nk^^ element of the perturbation 
matrix is given by
Ik) = II' %
r *  ' ' 'B 008(8irvt)j^^yu %,av (2.13)
y
where the integral represents the strength of the magnetic 
dipole transition coupling the two states; where is the 
magnetic dipole moment#
Thus far# only two exactly defined states have been 
envisioned# As the energy levels are not entirely sharp# a 
function# # Biust be included to account for the density 
of the final states# This density function may be expressed 
in the normalized fashion
 ^4-c^^
fCv^ciV a 1
13
When thin expression Is included in the aquarod prohahllity' * 
equation (Eo* 2«12) for monoohromatlo state8#.- and the result^ 
ant exp re 8 si on integrated over the frequency range -oO to 
/ (pOy the following expression In valid for the overall trans* 
ition. prohability
nk Gn(t)| (V)t (2.14)
V
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Introduction
This chapter covers briefly those parts of paramagnetic 
reaonanoe and relaxation phenomena relevant to the problems 
encountered in this thesis* The transitional probabilities 
discussed in the previous chapter are applied to the problem 
of calculating the power flow between a paramagnetic system 
and an electrormgnetic radiation field when relmcation pro­
cesses are considered* The relationships between power flow 
and relaxation may also be'expressed in macroscopic terms# 
aa in the Bloch equations^^*
3*1 Spin Emailtonian
As stated in Chapter 2#in order to evaluate the prop­
erties of a quantum system# it is necessary to establish a 
Hamiltonian function# H# representing the total energy (poten­
tial and kinetic) of the system before an attempt is made 
to solve the Schrbdinger equation. l'or the case of a para­
magnetic crystal in a d-o magnetic - field# B» the Hamilton- 
iain can be expressed (in terms of decreasing energy) by the 
following:
H = Vic / W  / (h / 2S) .B
(3*1)
15
]»ea)3?Gei8a1;8 IQie (}0u]L(%m3) jLnlba]rE&(;4;jL()n ()jT iblie (3]L8()4>:fo%ii3 
1)118 iiiio]Leii:a emcl if:Ll)li (sacsli ()"blie:r,k tClie lieiTDis; Vfgrg, . eiaid .
v*ss represent the apin-crhit interactions and the spin-spin 
jLn1)G3C2i(*1)3L0ii, 3?e83)()(!ib:lTr8l3r# 9%ie lie]?# ]rG%)]reevents; idie
effect of the crystal field where V(x#y#z) is the crystal­
line potential# In the iron group of hydrated salts# this 
interaction is large compared with the spln-orbit interac­
tions and small compared with the coulomb interaction# In 
the rare earth salts# ‘ the ■effect of-, the crystalline field is 
(3mei]L]Le]f Ibïiem esp3Ln'*():rl3iL1) îLn1)e3?2&(;1)jLc)n8, Inil) agipsEitsip tlietn
l&lie %iU()]LGsi;p :Ln1)e3f%i<>i&i()ni),» ][ai1)€>]r&kCl)3Lon tfjLlili Eiii 4B3Cl)e:c%is&]L inagS""
j[iL(%]Ld, #, (sfiresa ordLfse 1)o iblie ibeimca (l, /f ,]3 v/kieare ^ 3^ 
iLs 1)lie IkükiaT %aEkgs%i#1:o#if aincl eiricl St ]r8dre]p 1)o iblie (>]rt)jLtagL; a&nd 
spin momenta of the contributing electrons# Term rep­
resents the interaction between the magnetic moment of tie 
iiii()]Leus Gincl l)lie BiBLgçiieibjlc) iT3Le]Ld *3<&t iijp Togr Iblie ();pt)i1)al aiiidl 
g&]pin ai()men1)E; ()jF Iblie <3le<3l)]ronE&# JT zredTejcs 1)() Ibïie 1)()i}2&l Ein(gii"» 
lar momentum of the electrons and I to the nuclear angular 
Biomenl&umbr j^jlneijL Ibeicm,» «" :rejre:m5 1)(> 1)lie (l;L:re(;1)
interaction between the nuclear moments and the external 
Bia(&ne1):L<) dTdLejLd,?;#,, i*%ie:pe $: %iu(3]L65i3P azsLlidLc»,
Eincl /:) 2% :: ziiicleewc BiebEgneibcm,» 3?]33 ioakEsn:l1)usLe <)jT l&iis; ]Lsi1)1)8]p
1)83381 :l8 ' U8ua]L]L3f iiefgOLjIgEjLTale# Tfarapioa]. eyieoeggiss; jL%nr()]LTrGcl ILn
such molecular interactions are as follows:
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Type of interaction H^hitude
Optical transition few e-v
Molecular vibrational transition 10^^ Molecular rotational transition lQ-4 io*~5
Orientational energies of para­magnetic ions in usual labora^ * " »tory fields (3000g)
Orientation of nuclear moments 10**
3# B Paramaenetio Resonance
Paramagnetic resonance occurs when transitions between 
the Zeeman levels of a spin & system are effected under the 
stimulus of an electromagnetic radiation field# The energy 
levels are appropriately separated by the application of a 
d-c magnetic field* Maximum interchange of energy occurs 
when the magnetic field vectors are orthogonal*
The condition for resonance is#
h f - A E « ' gAB (5.3)
where f » transitional frequency; g # spectroscopic split­
ting factor * 2*0023 for a "free" electron; Bohr mag-
neton = eX/Bmo « 0.92? x 10""^  ^erg/gauss; h * Ztji - 6.62 x
erg-sec ; is the separation of the neighbouring
%eeman levels* One may also relate g in terms of a gyro- 
magnetic ratio y where Y = g{/^ /)()*
As will be shown# power absorption is proportional to
of^# and for ultimate sensitivity one should work at as high
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a frequency as possible* The upper limit for operation is 
mainly limited# however# by the availability of components 
in the high frequency region# Because of such limitations# 
X-band equipment was selected for this thesis#. X-band com­
ponents were also reasonably plentiful as i war surplus* At 
X-band, f 10 Mic/s and the d-c jmgnetic field is 
required to be in the order of 350Q gauss*
3*3 Spin-Lattice and Bpin-Bpin Eelaaaition Processes
If the energy levels of a quantum system were perfect­
ly sharp# as was assumed in the first part of the transi-
tion-probability analysis in Ghapter 2# energy would only be 
emitted or absorbed by the system at a jaonochromatic fre­
quency under the influence of an applied perturbation* In 
actualitj^# the width of a spectral lino can never bo less 
than that dictated by the Uncertainty Principle#
AW.At ^  h/21\ (3*4)
where the "width" of a spectral lino is defined as that fre- 
quency interval in which half of the emitted of absorbed 
energy is contained# In Equation 3*4# AW is the energy 
spread of an excited state and /[t is the average time 
spent by the atom or spin in that excited state#
In the absence of an applied perturbation# spontaneous
transitions would detemiino the lifetime of an excited state# 
and thus the ,spread in energy of the excited state* This
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spread in energy would correspond to a "natural" line width* 
f where
(Af) -  & 1  (3.6)2'K
and whore is the spontaneous transition probability
coefficient given in Equation 2*2* In the Biio.rowave region* 
however* the natural broadening will be negligible in the 
presence of other broadening processes* As described below* 
the principal broadening processes encountered in paramagnet­
ic resonance work on solids are due to spin-lattice and 
spin-spin relaxation effects*
In the presence of a perturbing radiation field* a 
spin system in a crystal lattice will (in general) absorb 
energy* Since the spins are coupled to the crystal lattice 
through spin^orbit and orbit#lattice coupling# the lifetime 
of an excited state will be shortened by this process* Such 
a relaxation process is temed a spin-lattice relaxation 
process* In accordance with the Uncertainty Principle* such 
a relaxation process would increase the energy spread of 
an excited state and thus the paramagnetic résonance line 
would be broadened*! If or the type of maser considered here* 
however* an operational requirement is that spin-lattice 
interactions should be weak* In such instances# therefore* 
the resonance lines would not be significantly broadened by
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this effect* The spin-lattice relaxation prooeeeos may be 
described in terms of a time constant# T^# and this time 
constant is defined here as the time taken for the spin sys­
tem to couple (l l/e) of its excitation energy to the 
crystal lattice in the absence of an applied perturbation.
The spin-spin interaction arises from the fact that 
the total d-o magnetic field acting on an electron in a 
paramagnetic molecule is that of the "external" magnetic 
field plus a contribution which is due to the magnetic field 
set up at the electron by the neighbouring electrons# 6uch 
a contribution will result in a spread of transition fre­
quencies over the spin system. If the spins are made to 
process in phase about the external magnetic field axis, at 
the instant t = 0# a coherent magnetic moment- will be set 
up at that Instant in the (x-y) plane orthogonal to that 
field (îs) axle. The spins will subsequently suffer daphas- 
ing# and the coherent magnetic moment will decay to ziero as 
the spin system increases to a state of maximum entropy.
The time for do phasing may be described as the spin-spin 
rel&txation time. The spin-spin interaction may be reduced 
by magnetic dilution of the paramagnetic salt* whereas the 
5pin-lattice interaction decreases with decreasing crystal 
lattice temperature* The two relaxation processes are not* 
however* mutually exclusive*
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3*4 Saturation
Saturation* as will be described here* occurs In the 
absorption of radiation by a paramagnetic molecule when the 
absorption is not linearly dependent upon the density of the 
applied radiation field* In the i)aramagnetio system* as the 
density of the applied radiation field is increased (slowly)* 
the number of spin transitions to the excited state will in­
crease* Eventually* as the radiation field density is in­
creased* the relaxation processes are unable to effect a 
speedy return of the excited spins to the ground state, and 
the population difference between the spin states will de­
crease* When this happens* there is no longer a linear 
dependence between the absorption processes and the applied 
perturbation* and the spin system is said to approach satur­
ation* Gomplete saturation occurs v/hen the two population 
levels of the spin system are equal* and in this case-the 
paramagnetic system may be said to be transparent to thé 
incident radiation#
As has been previously stated* an excess of spins in 
the excited state cannot be obtained by the application of 
a "steady state" perturbation. If the state population has 
been inverted by some means * however* it can be postulated 
that in the inverted state* a departure from linearity be­
tween emitted power and the applied perturbation will occurW#. in**#».# ^  ^
as the spin system returns through transparency to the 
ground state.
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As shown in Section 4*2# the magnetic properties of a 
paramagnetic crystal may be described, in terms of a complex 
susceptibility %  = . c %  # where and relate
to the phenomena of absorption and dispersion respectively*
The magnitudes of the susceptibility components andX^^ 
depend upon the degree of saturation of the spin system*
Such components will be pzero for the special case of a 
completely saturated (equal populations) spin ^ system*
3*5 Power Plow between the Paramagnetic Solid 
and the Radiation Pield
The instantaneous rate of energy transfer# p. .# for*jtki e.
a spin transition in a paraiaagnetio molecule is# by the 
application of probability theory#
O - d (spin transitions . .'^ ins* "" (hf) X p r o b a b i l i t y )  (3*6)dt
and the average power flow# between the paramagnetic '
system and the radiation field (assuming absorption- for aim- 
plicity) will bo found by integrating-the above expression 
over a distribution of times# such that#
^av. ” ^ins.* Pr(t)dt (3.7)
Where Pr(t) represents the probability for transitions as 
a function of t* v/ittke^ '^  has derived an expression for 
the average power flow due to a single electron undergoing
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transitions as tho result of a- perturbation by-a raiorowavG' ' 
olectrio field# The 'expression is derived' by the method in- 
dioated in Equation 3*7# but includes* the result, of a» mo re 
specific probability treatment'"than that givoir in Equation* 
2*12# When the effect of spin-lattice and qpln-epin inter­
action s is COnsid.e red# we have :
. . ’ f ■ • ■ - . • ■  . . 1  -  ' ;
B.Field" STgh ’ (f-f )^ / / h('jsi)®
Where p % electric dipole moment  ^ - *...- - '
É z amplitude of microwave electric field 
f« s resonant' frequency'for transitions 
Ti a spln-^lattioG . relaxation time 
T^ » spin-spin relaxation time
For a ’Single electron in a microwave magnetic field. Equa­
tion 3.8 would hold if p were replaced by the magnetic 
dipole moment# # and 1 were replaced by the amplitude 
of the microwave magnetic field# B^#
: ■
2T^h (f-f^) /
neglecting the last term in the denominator of Equation 3#8 
if linear operation is assumed** Examination of the denomina­
tor in Equation 3*9 will show that it is possible to ascribe
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D, "molecular" bandwidth# {At), to the system# namely# - >. '
(Af) it -i_ (3.10)«1-3
How the pov/er absorbed by the spin system at resonance will 
be twice that observed at the frequency half power points.
If therefore# in Equation 3*.9 # wo select the (f - fq) term 
to equal (Af)/8# the power interchange will bo
B*p2a 2 • . 1
V  "V «P«IW.BflÉrnrÉl - W f  till -veiiWSRWW
2Tpii (Af) 2
. -JL. (3.11)
h (Af)
The above is the result derived from consideration of the 
transitions of a single electron. For a spin *è‘ system con­
taining H spins# Equation 3.11 would be multiplied by the 
population difference# dîf# between neighbouring Zeeman levels. 
Since to a good approximation#
h f H • (3,12)
the expression for the power absorption in a spin k para- 
magnetic crystal containing II spins becomes
fP \ a «p.orysta„ ^ 'f(Af)
which is in agreement with the expression quoted by Oomhris-» 
eon and Townes^* Hote that this equation has been derived in
the Gaussian system of units* * > - *..... • •
In all the above expressions# has'been'taken* to/rep- 
resent the amplitude of a pulsating microwave laagnetic .field* 
Circularly polarl&ed microwave-magnetic* fields are required' 
for transitions, however, * but o,ny pulsating field may "be ox- 
pressed in terms of two - half-amplitude c ircularly polariised 
components rotating in- - opposite directions,
3.6 Tie - Bloch Formulation ' ■ ' . ........ .....  ■  ^‘ '
The Bloch equations^'^,^ originally ' applied' to thO' nuclear'- 
magnetic resonance > phenomena):^, may be applied to > electron* ^ opin 
resonance phenomena, if^  one* is interested in a classical* under*- 
standing of the transient and steady state * response - of > an elec­
tron spin system under the stimulus-of an applied radiation ' 
field* These equations, now written to relate relaxation pro­
cesses and magnetisation changes in an electron spin system are
dt s coawt - MjjBo) - IxTa
_ V /  j. „  I-.  , \ t ”*
(3.14)
~ - V(- sinUt - KyB] coaW t) / - ^
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Where is the. denslty^ of the <i-o magnetic field which
is applied along an arbitrary Z*-axis| -is * the* steady* 
state raagnetization- along the Z-sixis in the absence of -a ‘ » 
perturbing radiation field; reprepenta the time dependent* 
component of the magnetisation along the Z-axis* as the result 
of such a perturbation (B'» 2Bi * oin w t ) « - a n d - 14^' » are* ‘ 
the projections in the * x-y- plana* of the*precassing iaagneti- 
nation vector M;; Y #  the gyromagnetic ratio for electron
spins and and are the relaxation terms previously
described. - ... - * -............. , . . >. ■ *
The real and-imaginary- oomponent of the magnetic sus-* 
ceptibillty of a paramagnetic solid may be derived from the 
solutions to the above equations^^# namely
' ■ ' • (Wo'-cJ)'Tx '■
X X
—  ■ : 1
where the expressions are in Gaussian units. The Y B^T^To
» V* f * * J * V  îj»'
term in the denominators may be called the saturation term. 
The effect of this term on the susceptibility components is 
illustrated in Fig. 1, whore- the normaliz&ed susceptibilities
are plotted against the dimenslonlesB product ( A)^  - d) )T2 
for conditions of negligible and non-negligible saturation.
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An-exaanination of the -oharaotQ rlatlo8 of reCloot ion-
cavity paramagnetic resonance spectrometer# ope rating-unde r 
steady state conditions-wiX-1 show that the- oignah reflected 
from the cavity will, in general,-he a,function of %   ^ and 
* In practice with ordinary diode detectors there will> 
he no response to phase-modulation, and the detector -output' 
will he proportional- only to if phaae ' sensitive .elCM,
ments are Included* in- the cavity- arm of - such - a ci rouit ( e*g#, 
for coupling adjustments),■distortion might occur in the 
wings of the absorption charaoteristie if the* dispersive ^ 
effects -are large enough to affect the- coupling' of - the- cavity* 
It will he seen that if- the saturation- term' is -included 
in the power expression (Equation 4* 11,-or in Equation-3#9 
when applied to the case of a*-spin- density of H* spins/o. c), - ' 
and if the density of the perturhing microwave field approach­
es oO , the power ahsorhed hy the spin system will, in this 
limit, approach the maximum value,
p(oO) : Hdjo
1
9.
» IsS / unit vol* (5*16)
-1
where Xô the static magnetic susceptibility per unit 
volume, and Bq is the density of the level-splitting field.
From Equation 3# 16-- it will - bo seen-that th#\-tempoa*a1>ur^ -'0f 
t w  spin system will approach oD - as the spin lattice re*? 
laxation time appyoaohee infinity# . . .. .,
Experimentally, the magnitude of the .saturation-term^ 
may he calculated hy noting the deviation of - the- aheo rpt ion 
ohayaoteristio from linearity as a funotion-of the-incident' ' 
microwave power# The ratio of the anticipated* to » the* emperi- 
mentally ohcerved aheorptiono will give the eaturation%term 
directly# These ohservations will hold for the oaee of - ' 
homogeneoualy broadened lines#' The* molecular reeponee,how*» 
ever, will he a more -complicated function of frequency - f hr 
inhomogeiwoualy broadened lines#' Ae-indioated hy 
the change in power'ahsorption, together with the ohange—in 
line width on- saturation# allows the hroadening meohanlsm 
to he determined#
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a m m  4
OIROUIT miATI0N8EIP8 FOR A PABMIAGEBTIO 801ID 
IE A mOROWAVE EEFIEOTIOE OAVITY BilGOEATOR
Introduction......... -   ■ ■ -.....
As shown in the •p rev i ou a chap t or,- the« ah s o rpt ion of * 
energy hy a parimiagnetio solid ip proportional to the -power 
density of the porturhing'-microwave' magnetic faeld#'Thie- 
radiation density Biay he » conveniently increased if the- para­
magnetic spooimen Id located in a reeonant-cavity.-^-Reflect 
tion^type cavity resonat ore-we re employed-in-this the-eie-in 
preference to tranemieeion-type reBonators,-tO’ simpl-ify the' 
prohlema as so dated with cavity coupling, and with heat con­
duction into the cryostat........   - • ' -
The circuit properties of -reflection^type cavity reeon- 
ators are briefly dieoueeed in this chapter, as they-relate 
to the absorption (or emission)- of energy by a paramagnetic 
solid. Conditions for amplification and oscillation are 
doTivod, and 11lustrative axamples given, and a f igure of 
merit for the system is derived, in terms of a gain-handwidth 
product. ■
4*1 Resonant Cavity 0. Factorli«M 11 HnWl i KH» — # #  ''*■*«>K» «i'-«
The eff iciency of an unloaded cavity - resonator may be 
expressed in terms of a "q" factor, , such that
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where W « energy bdnt’ainéd "by the mlorowaye fields
In the cavity • " *
p - power loss to' the cavity' walle* ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘
/ where . is the rasonant • frequency •w  o "
Furthermore we'may express the energy storage in\terme 
of the oscillating magnetic (or electric) field intensity.- -
For a TE 101 or a TE 102 resonator, thie, .expression reduces
to
"O
where
2 ^ — iJk   * (volume of resonator) {4*2)8 u.
(2B^) a peak amplitude of" the microwave magnetic" '
; field'density (wehors/p* s.m.) over the- cavity
Uy js magnetic permeability of. free. apace - 10~^
and where the relation is expressed in un rationalised m.k. s.
uni t s • V.' a- ►  ^k , t.
in practice the cavity must he coupled to a signal- 
source. As a result it is necessary to define an overall—
Q for the system, f in-terms of the s associated with
the cavity and the coupling losses, as follows,
3 (4.3)
%  %  .
whore is the q associated with the coupling.
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4*2 Effect of a Paramagnetic,. Solid in .the Oavity. . .. .' •
'As shown in Equation 3# 13, the- power absorbed'by* a 
spin paramagnetic crystal in a radiation field will be
kr{A t)
When the spin system is - unsaturated# This equation may be 
applied to the case of a paramagnetic solid filling a reso­
nant cavity, if the - density of the magnetic f ield, is* 
redefined as in Equation-4*2#- -The effect of this solid on 
the power losses within the-cavity system may be-expressed ‘ ' 
in terms of a magnetic Q, factor, In.this event, the over­
all Q, may bo written in the form,
( 4*4)
%  Qo %iX
where the magnetic - Q factor, is positive in the case of
an absorption,■and negative in the case of an emission of
power by the paramagnetic solid* - * . . .
The magnetic* % factor may also* be-expressed in terms 
of the imaginary part of a complex magnetic susceptibility X § 
who re :
J  - J ’ - iX« (4*5)
and where %  ^ and X** relate to the dispersion and absorp­
tion of radiation, respectively# The power absorbed from an
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1 k s. ,v, s I
eleotroraagnetio* radiation f ield of a m p l i t u d e ' . by an unit 
volume of the magnetic opeoimen per cycle. will ho
^cyo s <b B dîi (4*ô)
I - « ^   ^  ^' »» K ' k * * : b '« t v b n î i  % ^
Where M a magnetisation per unit volume m /C b/uq 
B * Sin Cl) t
Uq a 10'-o -
Thus dB a Bx cos cot # d(C0 t) 
and ; k. ■ >■
^cyc * <f ( y* *. 1 J'pB^slnat oos»t d(wt) (4.7)
On Integration the term in ^ • drops out and the expression
for pgyg reduces to
^oyc ■ Ü —hi / unit vol. (4.8)
For the general case Of a paramagnetic-solid in an uniform 
electromagnotic field; the energy storage in the field per 
unit ;■ volumo will he^^ >g¥ » (4.9)
so that
®cyc * "¥/oyole/unit vol. (4.10)
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^ -   .-ii/unit volume (4#ll)
,  ^
which agrees with the expression derived by Gordon, Geiger,
4Q ^ n d  T o * w n e s  *  .. * « ■. . « » ,*,i i . . . » * > . * k *
■An expression for the magnetic % factor of the para- 
magnetic solid may be derived from Equations 4*4 and 4#11, 
namely, . '
'im * - p ^ T  (4.13)
where the ooApleX' susceptibility component;rX becomes nega^dtive Wkien the parcimagnetio solid ie emissive #
4*3 G ondi tiens f o r Re/icone rat ive * andmmmttmttrn m m      nnm    ■ iili w — iimimw J,vnii.»i
Suver^rep:emmii¥ô- Maae-r -,'Act ion * ....... . ...
A necessary oondition for regenerative amplification' 
in the maser system is that the- power • supplied by » the para­
magnetic specimen in the resonant cavity shall exceed the 
wall losses in the resonant oa,vity; that is,
l : >  i- (4*13)
%o
^ In the general case, the coupling of the.electromagnetic energy to -the spin system should be taken** into considération,- in which case, the expression %  in Bquation 4*12., would , be multiplied by a''filling factor”, , add v\ may be defined
aat Bp''.dVp/(r' 4  ^iiere.the upper.
Integration extends over the volume of the spécimen, and the lower integration extends over the volume of the cavity* For the case of maximum coupling q i#
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It can be postulated that ^ Equations %3*&3 and ,4'.dl' 
will hold for omission as well as for abeoyption if tho^  ^epin^  
temperatures'(negative or poeitive)' are low-in both Inetanoee#
Xf this 3.0 ■aooepoed, Equations 5-* 15 « ■* -and"4#-11'- - may* bot equated 
for emissive behaviour* . If the relationship is'expressed in 
Gauoeian units on a per unit volume basis, we have#
(4.14kT ( Af) / 1 8
where IT ^ -is now the number of participa ting* epine per, c*c*,
and-where ie the volume of the paramagnetio solid,
Whence - ; " '
41fX"1« H  A ( 1 » 3 )  (4.15)
M Ï .
Where IT is the total number-of participating aplna*  ^ ,
: Ae ah illustration, let » 2 x 10.^;: f a *9*1 X )L0^ ops
# 6 CCI- T. » 4%; ^ #' * • Then' (-.sirAoe^ -^s»'0*93 x
erg/gaubs$ k # 1*3? x erg/#egree) the oonditloh for - '
amplification expreeeed inEquàtion.4:*13. reduces, to.the condl#' 
tlon tiiat CH%) >  vw.4*8'3e1G'^. Fo-i< a libe wiaijK. of'1'gaugs , 
To in thie illustration is approximately ^ XQ,
sec* (since df s 3#8dB % 10^ cpe*), and the condition for
     ’- For. simplicity,: ;we assume that the^  broadening is tentireiy due to spin-Qpin interaction, and not to any broadening that might arise from inhomogeneities in the d-o magnetic field*
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amplification in the illustration reduces to 
ÎÎ > 1#2 X 10^^ spins
The. condition for oscillation# on the < other hand# is -that^  the 
total % of the system should he negative* This necessi­
tates that '
M i.
Qm > i- / i- (4.16)Qio Qo
If the resonant cavity is nearly matched to the source wave­
guide# we have
1:: / 1: %  3_
%  %0 %o
If this approximation is assumed to he valid for the above 
illustration, the condition for oscillation becomes#
^ y 2,4 X 10^^ spins
4*4 Gain-Bandwidth Product ... . ....... ........
The 'gain-bandwidth-expression for a reflection cavity#
regenerative mser with circulator, has been derived by Burk-
hardt et al#^^ The power gain, G# of the system with a 
circulator in the reflection arm is-p P  where f- is the 
cavity reflection coefficient* _ It can be shown that#
G s r r ^  - (4.17)
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Where a is the m#-bancl^ .poMcy gain,# ..l/% » 1/%^ / i/q^ / 
l/(^* Equation 4*17 may be reduced to#' '•- ' " > K. i
(G^  - l) S-, % - â. (4.18)6)0 ^
Where B - is the bandwidth between half-amplitude points on 
the response curve# - ' • * ■“ * ..» »
As shown in Fig# 3#-page 51 #- a 10 db directional' coupler 
was employed in the* reflect Ion'path of thO'maser in this-'in­
vestigation (for reasons' of economy) and in this case# the 
system gain to this point would be#
( #  # 1) ^ iA. . i,(O 0 f 1Ô
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OHAPTER 5 
I1TVER8I0B ORITERIA AND OHOXCE OF 
FARAliAGNETIG CRYSTALS
Introduction -........  .....  .. • .  .......-.
Tho discussion has ao« far ■‘been liiaited to the' behaviour 
of the afin system following inversion# In this ohafter, In­
version techniques' will be diacuaaed as they apply to-the 
problems of this investigation# - The^  rest of the chapter will 
be devoted to a detailed statement on the paramagnetio media 
employed# ■ -
6#1 Inveraion-Teohnigues ' - - .... , »
At this tiiae-there-are-three-Aaethoda for exciting a
paramagnetic crystal in a two-level spin system* These are;
l) Pulse inversion ■ » - .. ...
S) Adiabatic fast passage frequency sweep method
3) Adiabatic fast passage field sweep method* - '
l) In pulse inversion# a short# intense pulse of zaicro- 
wave radiation is applied to the spin system at-the resonance 
frequency while the-d-o imgnetlc field is held constant at the 
resonance value# With this method# since the » rates of fre­
quency sweep'are - large # it is » necessary to-evaluate the 
quantum mechanical' transitional probabilities before-the ■
height and. duration'of the* inverting, pulse can bo determined# 
31Torrey has shown that# if a two-state system is exposed to
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a pulse of mlorowaye power at the resonanoe frequency for a 
time# t# such, that
5j 1  ( 5 * 1 )
h ^
(where is the magnetic dipole moment and  ^the ampli^^ - 
tude of the miorowayO' field) # then the state populvàtions*' will 
he inverted. It can-he seen# however#- that- hoth- tho^ Biagnetio 
field and the per turhing frequency-have to-he held at'the * 
résonance value# whilst in addition# the pulse time has to he
critioally seté - Thus# this method would not he too easy to
apply m  praotrce# ... ,i >», »
2) In the: frequency * sweep » method # the d-o magnetic 
field is held at the resonance value-and the power klystron 
frequency swept through cavity resonance under the following
QonditionsS' - - • » -•.... ........  ». .., >, '
 a) The - passage must - he adiahat ic- ~  that is# the
magnetÎËsation# M# past follow the changes in the effective 
mgnetic fields - For convenience# the-mot ion - of H-can—  
he referred to - a co-**ordindte framovrotating'i at^. angular" 5
i:-frequency # ahout the d-"C magnetic field vector# Bg# 
when the paramagnetic sample is euhject to a microiArave 
field# B^* circularly polarised ahout thO‘d-o field vector. 
The co-ordinate system rotates with the same frequency
as the miorowave field. The effective inagnetio field will
■be. , : _ ' . ‘ •
% f f  s Bi / ( %  » S T f ^  ) (5.3)
Where ^ is the electron gyromagnatic ratio# &t raso-* ‘
nance# the e%praesion reduoea to -fPhe magncti**
sation# Mi' will pracaae about with angular frcquen"
oy jQw where : . ^
JI 8 ^ (5*3)
IVhan viewed in- the statlo^r/' system, M will" nutate about 
the at the same f r e q u e n c y T h e  effective'mag**^
netio"'‘field reverses^ as the perturbing radiation^ paesee . 
through resonance^ and the orientation of M with respect
to Bq will he re versed# • ....
The adiabatic condition is thus^^i
( X %)"^ /< t (5,^
where t is the timie taken to paee through the resonance 
half width of the spin eyatem (aeeuming that this reso?^  
nani^ e is much, sharper^ than.the.jcavity. resonance), and where 
(BBx)‘ le the amplitude of the- pulsating microwave field -
at the-'Specimen in- - the - r# sonant cavity# As will be shown 
in Section 7.4#-a typical Value- for (25%) # with the reeo*»» " 
nant ofvlty system employed^ in this investigation# would 
be 2*5 gauss# Thus# since tie gyrcmagnetlo ratio# ^ -
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8 % X 8*8 Mo/gauaa» the adiahatip condition would reduce
w .« t- t* .»>“to At »  4,5 X 10" $@08,R * i. K» ‘ W »* ■» % » % # . k & ,M, t I *. -j i % •* « « # » ’•<
 b) The condition -means that the^  reaonanoe pas- ^ ^ '
• !
sage in time# t# should be very much less than.the* 8^1n*lat~ 
tioe .relaxatlcn time# T^# Thus, if t * l0G(4#b x seo
* 4#;b mioroaec# and ^Y is-in the* same ratio# it can be-
seen that in this •-particular •instance#* T^ "Would- have tc be 
greater than about- 450 mlorosece-for efficient* inverclon#
■ o) A third condition" la that the inverting? power ‘ 
level should -be - sufficient to produce an appreciable'eat# 
uration of the epin eystem^ under steadyv state- conditions#^ 
Mote that with this - technique» - the molecular. re,sonanoe- 
should _ be. much sharper than the- cavity- resonance. * - If « this- is 
not BO# then only a portion of the - spins, in the -paramagnetic - 
ea^ iple will be Inverted# Furthermore# after inversion# unless 
special precautions^^ are -taken# there will be a high proba^ - 
bllity that the stored spin energy will be rc^radiated spon-* 
taneously immediately after inversion# Both drawbacks can 
be avoided by the use of method 3*
3) In the field sweep method# the- frequency Is held 
constant at the cavity resonance value while the magnetic 
field is swept through * the resonance condition* To an observe 
er moving with the rotating system- of - oo#ordlnatec# the effect 
will be the same as described in paragraph a) above.
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• With the field-sweep method, however, the tendency for 
spontaneous re** radiation is avoided as the * magnetic field is 
taken off the resonance value immediately after inversion-is 
effected* Furthermore y • «all the- spins* in the resonance dis** 
tribut ion will be-affected provided that* the- field sweep- 
amplitude is greater than-the *^ »full^ ‘ width of the spectral'
line concerned, Mote that with* methods 2) and 3*), the pas*
sage through resonance can be in either direction*
5*2 Paramagnetic Crystals Inve-stip:ated - - •-•••
' In the previous cection-the restrio11ons- on- spin*lattioe 
relaxation time have been-discus-sed with respect to-the re* ' 
quiromento for this investigation. In addition- it can be- de* 
duoed that if the system is to act as - a * narrow* band r amplif 1er 
or oscillator, the width of the* resonance line associated - - - 
with the paramagnetic crystal- should be as narrow as possible. 
Also, the paramagnetic - resonance line width should be less 
than the field sweep magnitude if-this adiabatic fast- passage 
method is used. Thus paramagnetic crystals with spectral 
line widths in the order of 1 gauss or less would be likely 
to fit the field and other requirements* With the frequency 
sweep method, however, the spectral line width would have to 
be much smaller than the resonant cavity bandwidth* A typi* 
cal operational bandwidth for- such a resonant cavity is ap* 
proximately 1,5 Mo/s -* thus the--spectral line width in-this 
case would have to bo much less than 0*6 gauss for efficient
A:
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inversion," With the se - point s - In mind#. & statement^ wlll-nbw 
be given on the paramagnetio oxystale employed in this in* 
vest igat i on » ••.>.•. . • - » «... » « . .......
6*2 (a) - Meutron Irradiated Magnesiim-Oxide - - - '
It has been : found that defects (F o entree)- may- ba^  in*' ' 
troduoed into oertain'orystals as a* result of neutron irradi* 
ation^^* 'In partieular#'Weeks^^'« has studied-the electran-' 
spin resonance speotrum of such induced-F' centres in drradi#^ « 
ated MgO# Me postulates that after-an* oxide-atom'is-displaced 
from its nomàl position by neutrons, an-electron# donated by 
divalent impurities present^ may* beoome trapped-at-the vacancy# 
Such F centres* Which haye- only-Mg^^ and Mg^--neighbours-give^ - 
a single résonance line with g & 2#0023#- while those : with-one 
or more îlg^ >^ neighbours give hyperfine patterns' corresponding 
to the nuclear spin value* of ' 6/2 (six, spectral lines) # ^
Furthermore# Ohester^*- examined crystals of neutron 
irradiated quarts and neutron irradiated MgO in a twpi»level 
maser system. He* observed maser* amplification and oscilla?^  ‘ 
tion with the quarts specimens at 4#2%C# and maser amplifloa^ 
tion (but not oscillation) with the MgO specimens at the same 
temperature#
> In part of. this programme of inveetigations# neutron* 
irradiated MgO was employed as the maser medium for such 
crystals seemed to fit the initial requirements* Furthermore 
the crystals could be obtained and irradiated fairly readily#
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Three HgO crystal epeolmens were Irradiated as follows*
l) Bounreay M^Q.-Speoimen*   . .. . .
By the oourteey of. the Industrial Group at the Bounreay 
Works of*; the lînited Kingdom Atomio IBnergy' Author 1 ty#' Thurso# 
Scotland# • an MgO,- ory.stal wae- ''irradiated * at * that-Ketablieh* 
ment# in a reactor oommiOBioned-to run at a full' fluk of"'^
10-^n/cm^/sec# - From* irradiation, details quoted* by. Weeke^^, 
the following irradiation specifioationB were drawn up;
1) Material-*^ -MgO single oryâtal (elice) -
2) Weight# l»-78 gmei-diara*.#‘l-‘Cmi‘thicknese# ‘2ma*
3) Type of* irradiation **-fa'ét nedtrone (^1 Mev)
4) Dosage 6 x n#utrone/6m^' * -
6) Temp*‘during irradiation- preferably- below 100%
6) Badioactivity of specimen- within safe handling 
rang© (o*3 mllliroentgen/week)
At Dounreay ' the epeoimen wae irradiated with an -estimated
(
dose of 10^^ * 10^^'neutrons of-energy greater than 1*5 - ►
M©T (date# August 1959) * On receipt of this specimen* (which 
had a count rate for % • radiations, 0,B-milliroentgen per 
week).# it was observed to-be almost black in colour* After a 
month# however, it had changed' to a (permanent ?) royal blueI 04colour* From Weekè estimate- of 5.7 neutrons per F centre 
created# the number of spins in this crystal was adjudged to 
be between 2 x 10^^ and 2 x 10^^*
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<8/-courtesy of the Atomlo Energy'Becearoh FetabllsWsnt, 
two MgO -osystsls were * irradiated  ^at Maxwell# ' lu- this, qase 'the 
specimens weighed 0#$8 gms and 0#91 gms# reepeotlvely*; - Each 
speoimou'was'-a'SMce of a single crystal and wae\of-diameter 
1*3 0)^ 0 and thioknees 9 mm# -The s-arae. irradiation,speo.ifioa*^ 
tiono were submitted ae foxvthe Bounreay specimen#. - - *
' At''Harwell-•eaeh o rye tab reoeived approximately 2# 4^' x ' ■ ' 
10^^ fast neutrone at a temperature of(dates-August.. 1959) 
The radiation count was negligible# iaeh of the crystals 
(originally opaque) returned with a royal blue (.permanent) 
colouration* From •Weeks-t irradiation -estimate * of. #*#' fast- - 
neutrons per ? centre# the number of centres was adjudged to
be 4 X 10^^ par*crystal#'  ... ........................
The crystals were later* truncated to fit the smaller' 
dimension of the m  100 resonator described in Ohapter 6 
the truncated dimensions were 0*9" mm, and the. weight of each  ^
crystal was now 0&72 gms# Thus, by Weeks* criteria the number 
of spins in the reduced specimens would be 3*3 x 10^ *^  spins 
per crystal. - ►   .
6*2 (b) -leutron>I-rradiated Diamond Bneoimons . - -
• It-was postulated that neutron'^irradiated diamond might 
satisfy the inversion criteria, and several g^iuoh specimens ‘ 
were obtained for Investigation# As far as Was known, irradi# 
ated diamonds had not been investigated as maser crystals*
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The ailcrowave spectrum of' neutron—i*rrad,ia'teds âiamondis
33has 'been studied by Griffiths et al* , who ehow*^  that- there-^ » 
are two main types of absorption lines*: a) a-aingle ieotropio
line with a g- value of 2,0038 (for a free* eleotron^ epin, 
3,0023) the intensity of which can* be greatly reduoed^ by 'heat»"
ing the diamond to about 1 0,Of and b) many leae - intense* *
I860' hours 
black ' "
VO gau88
anisotropic'lines whose intensity is not much defected by hbat 
treatment, and Which appear to arise from centres with elec­
tronic spin -S r 1* -■ * • ‘ • • ' ' “ - V i '
These investigators have obaervad the-.diamond, ooloura- 
tion and. line width ( ^ B) as a function of irradiation, as 
iollows# ' - . V. ' V , V » u s.%. ♦ ,1.,
10 hours * 
pale‘green 
30 gauss 
15 gauss
ere "cne integrated neutron' flux for an 1000 
hour exposure was 9 x 10^^ n/om*^ .)
The diamonds employed in our investigations were kindly 
supplied by the Pliysics Research'Laboratoryv University ' o f - 
Reading* 81% specimens were obtained with the specifioations 
as shown in the table on the following^ page, The crystals 
were irregular slices approximately 0,5 mm thick and 4 mm 
in diameter.
Irradiation tIme s 
Colour; '
/iu at 390%;
A b st 90%;
13G hourS' 
dark' green 
4V gauss 
31 gauss
... .
SgQOMttgn Oolour♦ 4r*-*wüv»,
n  ^dose atU ‘pile factor 6 Weight. -Isiâl
BS3 Clear 1 O'. 58
D84
nP
clear 5 0.41
dj«r V*
D26
JJctvJLQ 3b©wiO.
pale green
«»lO 
. 30
0 # 1 f
0.37
D2’y dark green 120 0.33
D39 black 1000 0.38
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diamonds -wore Irradiated in the reactor "
and the exact details of the dosage were unknown* The doses 
listed above were based on a oomparicon - of- the - abe orption *‘ 
spectra of the specimens with other neutron irradiated dla*» 
mends (at the University of Reading). From Griffiths*-data - 
one would estimate that specimens B2? and D29 were exposed tb 
a dosage of ^  6 x 10^ *^  n/omi^  a n d 8,5 x 10^^ n/cm^, respec­
tively,
5.8 (o) phpsi?ho.rou3 BQpQd Slljom figatalg ■ ■
Two orystals (slices), of -phosphorous doped silicon WQ.rc ' 
kindly supplied by the Oervices Research and Development Fstatr» 
lishment (Admiralty), Ghristohuroh# Hants,, for-experimentation 
8uoh material had been employed suooedsfully in a two-level 
maser system at that ]&stablfshmen t. In - each case the-doping 
oonoentration was x 10^^ P atoms/oc and the crystal
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spaoifioatione were:
8peo Wen A We ight l# 5:6 grms
Shape' half moon
Thiolmess 5. iw
Volume 0,65' CO.
Total Spins 1*4 - 5.4 X lO^ G
Speoimen B Weight 0.82 grmo
Shape" circular
Thiokness 3.nim
volume ' 0.36'oc.' '
Total Spins 0.7 - 1.8 X 10^ ®
Dagguley and Owen*^  ^give the following data for phosphorous-
doped silicons
Donor nucleus 51p
MUClear spin 1/2
Magnetic moment (nm) 1*13
Hyporfine structureconstant A/g8 (gauss) 42
g*-* value 2.000
Feher'^ has observed in the temperature range 1*2 - 4%
that for 10^  ^P atms/oo in Si; the relaxation time T-, % 1 min*
for 6 X lO^ '^  P atoms/bo, % 10'*'^  secs. Furthermore, if
there ara more than donors/oo the hyperf Ine etructu-re-4e
narrowed out "by exohange and there is only one absorption line' 
( instead of two equal lines as with a lower impurity oonoentra-
tion)•
OHAOTER 6 
DESCRIPTION OP THE APPARATUS
t
Introduction -
This chapter is devoted to a design dlsouosion of the two 
level# X-band maser, designed for operation at liquid l^ellum" 
temperatures* The design aim was for rapid passage inversion» 
and subsequent monitoring of the resonance signal by^either"the 
field sweep or the frequency sweep method# Operation was on-' 
visioned with paramagnetic crystals having, spin"*lattice relax­
ation times of the order of milliseoonds, or larger*
The system could also be employed as an electron spin»"' 
resonance superheterodyne spectrometer to aid the» study of ^the' 
paramagnetic behaviour and saturation characteristics of poten­
tial maser orystals* Since only short term» stability was re-* 
quired of the systom, electronic klystron stabilisation was not 
employed*
6*1 Micrpwaya Ciroaitry .
The microwave .system design was as shown in Figure' 2* 
and Figure 3* As shown, - the maser was of the re fie o t ion- cavity 
type. Briefly, its operation was ae follows; the paramagnetic 
oiystal was contained in the cavity and subjected to a pulse 
of "inverting", power from a mcdium'*power klystron* The power 
refleotcd from the cavity was fed by a directional coupler to 
a crystal detector circuit, for oscilloscope presentation* - 
Straight or superheterodyne detection oould be employed prior
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FIGURE 2 MASER ELECTRONICS LAYOUT
- « , . « , V , V V ^ t  « V
to presentation# Oboervatione on the résulté of euoh* power* * 
puleo applioatlons were made poes-lble" by the use of a monitor 
klystron weakly coupled to the re fleet lon-oavityLagm* ^
The system employed K"band (3 cm) equipment throughout'# * 
for reasons of eoono%)%r in the purchase of VàVeguide\OomponentG 
and in the eeleotlon Of a d-o electromagnet. Type, numbers for 
commercial components arc-given in Appendix A#
A design description of the circuit now follows#
6*1 (a) Input Oircuit  '
A one-port cavity resonator circuit was built to mini*"' 
mise the design problems associated with the- cavity itseli-and 
the cross sectional area of waveguide wall entering- into the 
liquid helium dewar* The next step was to supply the power 
necessary for inversion* The inversion circuit was designed 
around a Varian X-13 medium power klystron watt max*) and 
all of the power from this klystron was made available to the 
resonant cavity* . ... »
In the inversion circuit# the sliding«#stub tuner adja­
cent to the X-13 klystron was used for adjustment of the - 
matching of this klystron* As stated in the specifications-, * * 
280 m#watts power output was obtained. when the klystron opera­
ted into a matched load, and approximately :& watt output was 
obtained when the klystron operated into an optimum load as 
set by the sliding-stub tuner* The 20 db ferrite isolator 
inoluded in the circuit at this point minimised frequency
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pulling of the klystron hy the othor olrouit elements, ^ ^ A' ' 
eeoond aliding*otub tunor in the resonant oavlty arm was uoad 
for coupling ad jus traente to the resonant cavity* ■ * -
An unoalihx’ated 30 dh variable attenuator and a cali­
brated 40 db attenuator provided the variable attenuation ‘ 
required for spectrometer operation# The attenuators oouM-- ' 
be calibrated against each other, however, when* it was neces­
sary to know the total attenuation sit any setting# • . '
At the cryostat end of the waveguide, a 'fle^ l^ble wavoi^^ 
guide and snap coupler enabled the oryqstat to-be disoonnected 
easily from the rest of the system, for removal-to the ^ helium 
liquéfier# The flexible waveguide also served to reduce*^ ' 
miorophonio vibrations at the cryostat. A 5/1000 in#-mica^ 
sheet window was located between the coupler and the cryostat 
proper so that the cryostat could be-evacuated or pumped. ■
The window was fitted between a plain and a choke waveguide 
flange, and was made vacuum tl^it by inserting a thick rimmed 
‘*Gaco‘* rubber ring in each of the flanges# . . .
The incident wave was coupled- into the oicyostat through»^  
a custom built in. radius, 3S*plane bend, with 3 in# stralgh 
arms# A quartz*.rod, tuning system was. mounted on this bend - 
for external adjustment of the resonant cavity frequency. The 
waveguide in the cryostat itself was of ll/lOOO in* copper*-' 
nickel with a resonant cavity termination. Design details of 
the resonant cavities used are described in Section 6#S(d)#
I ,  \  s. V V
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6*1 (b) Beflection■-Olrcuit- • .........
As a ferrite olroulater was not available, -the reflected
signal was coupled cut to the main amplifier by.-meansr -of# ‘a*** % - '
10 db directional ooupler# Straight detection and-.-supcWhS'tegc'o* 
dyne detection oould be applied eimultaneously to the reflected 
wave with the Maglo T"*crystal detector system shown#-
■ k 725/AB klystron 25-m* watt) • provided the local»' os- 
oillator power, and a 30 db variable attenuator- provided-the
degree - of attenuation required. Isolation between the local
oscillator and the resonant cavity Was effected by the Magic 
Tf in conjunction with a 20 db ferrite isolator. - —
The Magic T was made in the- workshop for cocnog^-,- and «
was of the post and bar type,- with double-matching-stubsthe
1**plane and H*plano arms# Minimum standing' wave ratios of 
1#04 and 1.06 were realized for the E -and the-H ‘ arras, re spec* - ^ 
tlvely, when, the T was initially adjusted on a microwave test 
bench. The crystal detector mounts were also made in the work­
shop, and were provided with double matching stubs and an ad* '
justable shorted end. Standing wave ratios in the order of
1*06 were realised when the orystals operated into a matched 
cable.
6.1(c) Monitor Qlrouit .
Provision was made, as shown in Pig, 3, for monitoring 
the spin resonance sighal after inversion or deviation from 
equilibrium, A 723/AB monitor klystron was originally
Incorporated in this olrouit, but the .stability- of-this* type' 
was found to be unaatiefactory for this function,-and-w-«lng* 
liahDlcotric klyetron%311 (approx, 28#,watt) wan late^ r
used successfully,  ^   -
Goupllng of the' monitor- signal into the main waveguide 
was effeoted with a 30 db Be the ooupler made in-the. workshop.
A $ in^  coupling hole was employed here, in- conjunction with 
a coupling angle between waveguidea of about 45^. A 30 db - *  ^' 
variable attenuator wae included in the monitor circuit* to* pro* 
vide additional reduction of the monitor amplitude, . 3?inally, 
a wooden fi-ehtail load was made for the monitor^ klystron, and 
this type of termination proved to be highly eatlofaotory,
6*8 # 8     ■ . -
Photographs of the oryoetat are reproduced in^%e* 4 
and 5# while a oohematio drawing (not to scale) is shown in 
Pig, 8, Gonetruetional details follow#
6*2 (a) giaes.pcware
The liquid air and liquid helium dewara were made of 
Monax glace and tailed to fit inside the 8 in, m^net gap#
The liquid air dewar was pumped to a hard vacuum, but the 
helium dowar was. left slightly soft (B mm air). In this way, 
pre^oooling of the inner dewar oould be speeded up at no 
expense to operational efficiency, for the air-between the-' 
walls of the inner dewar would solidify When in thermal con* 
tact with the liquid helium and thereby minimize the heat 
exchange across this dewar during operation.
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FIGURE 4 MAGKET AKD CRYOSTAT
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FIGURE 5 MAGRET AND MICROWAVE SYSTEM
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As the overall cross aeotlon of the resonant - cavity ■> 
was about 32 mm, it was necessary to make both dewar ./Vessel' 
tails from  ^mm selected material# The upper dewar sections 
were not restricted in thickness, however, so were miade from 
1 * 2 mm stock# The dewar dimensions were as followss
1. Liquid helium dewar
Length of tail cm
Inner wall 34*5 mm 0*D#
Outer wall' ‘ 37*5 ma 0*D.
overall length ' 72 cm
Main body - inner wall 56* 5 ma 0*D.
Main "body - outer wall 69 ' ma b*D.
Gapao ity - * 1 litre
The upper 12 cm of this dewar was single walled*, - with 10-mm <
terminating rim* A- brass collar with Gaco- rihg* insert fitted
around this termination, and the assembly butted against a*
similar Gaoo ring on the main support plate, to which it was
olaimped by three 0 BA screws* The upper section (12 cm) of
the dowar was left unsilvered#’ The lower section was silvered
except for a vertical strip (è in* wide) on either side for
observation purposes*
2* Liquid air dewar- • .....
Length of tail 25- cm
Inner wall 43*5 mm 0#D*
Outer wall ' 47*5 mm 0*D*
Overall length 77 cm
Main body - inner wall 90*5 mm 0#D*
Main body - outer wall 101 mm 0*D*
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This liquid air dewar was supported by a brass ring*which - 
fitted around a 5 nm swelling* at the top of the dewar,* Three 
-g in, screwed brass rods extended from this ring to the sup^ v ^ 
port plate and were fastened the re with Icnurled nuts. By- this 
means, a fine adjustment of the dewar clearance at the pole^‘ 
pieces could be effected. The dewar was also silvered in the
manner described above, ......
6,2 (b) Oryostat Construction ...... -  *
V .
The main cryostat support section consisted of an 8 x 6  
X'i in, brass plate, which clamped with four wing nuts to^  a 
handy Angle frame, ■ This pQint was 5 feet from floor level, so 
that the glass dewars oould be fitted, or removed, in situ. ' 
Into the brass plate and along its central axis, a 3 in.' sec** 
tion of 2^ in.O.D, x $ in, brass piping was fitted, A 3^ * in, 
O.D, X 3/16 in. flange, tapped for six 2-bA screws, and • *
stepped to accept a 2|- in* Gaco rubber ring, butted against 
this pipe section and provided the support'for the detachable 
wave guide assembly* All joints were eoft-soldered, vacuum 
tight joints* - . .
The top plate was out to * accept the -K-plane wave guide 
bond, and the remaining- top plate space was allocated to,
a) The helium transfer tube support
b) A l/l6 in, stainless steel tuning rod assembly for 
external control of the resonant cavity frequency
c) A liquid air reservoir funnel# -
The helium transfer tube support (a & in# threaded OuBi tube)
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and the tuning rod- fitted against each bread faoe-of"the-wave 
guide (with the tuning rod under the bend). - The tuning:rod 
paeaed through a rubber' hat^gland- assembly on the .top- 
Which provided a vaouu#**tight joint While it.allowed the tuning
rod to bo turned under operational oohditionsi ' *   *
The liquid air funnel (6 mm Cull tubing)- terminated*  ^
aide the helium dewar in a 10 oo re8ervol3> of 10^  mm- 0%#i tubing 
This reeervolr - provided a ”eold spot” on the- entrant - wave guide 
at a -point 10 om from the top- plate. Its funotion- was to 
crease the thermal gradient along the-wave guide- in this dewar 
during operation, and-thereby reduoa-the liquid helium loeeee^ 
due to heat flow along the-guide.- In operation, however,, this 
attaohment made no appreciable difference-to-the-running-- time# 
The helium circuit was a bloeed circuit, and the- return 
path from the cryostat top section to the main gaa bage-pro*, 
oeedcd via a 1 in# Saunders valve, a threaded coupler, and a- 
U""shaped 1 in# double bellowa system in- that order, By means 
of the SaumderS valve and threaded coupler the cryostat oould 
be disconnected from the helium return line for the transfer 
operation# The double bellows system mintmixed tbe. mecW«inical ,
4w%$4»ng at the cryostat whilst the systemwas being, pumped 
for operation below the A  point* this was - essential - in view 
of the limited clearances between the oryostat and electrO"' 
magnet# -
The helium pressure was monitored with a mercury gauge 
and a differential oil gauge (butyl pthalate, density 1*046)
connected by a rubber tube to a 10 mn exit tube at the- cryo^ 
,3tat top plate* This exit tube also served as a return path 
for cold helium gas during the transfer period, and was 
double walled for this reason* ■
Two electrical circuits ware-brought into the cayostat 
through a coupler (with glasB'^metal-seal-feed-through Xugo) 
at the top plate* One circuit was a 2 watt (6*3 volt a-o) 
resistanoc-wlre heater wound around the wave guide- at its 
lowest point# The other was the drive for the field sweep 
coil that was used with-the TB 102 resonator*
6*2 (o) Thin-Wall Wave Guide - .....
To keep the heat influx into the helium dewar to a mini­
mum, it was necessary - to use other than the standard wave 
guide# The Hoyal Radar Bstablisiiment kindly supplied some' 
lengths of ll/lOOO-in* CuMi guide tha/t had been drawn to X- - * 
band internal dimensions (0.9 x 0*4 in*) from cylindrical tub­
ing# A 69 cm length was required for the cryostat,' but the 
longest single piece-of unkinked guido^was about 63 cm* In- 
the Ü  rst resonant cavity system (Til 111 resonator), the 6 cm 
lower length of guide in the cryostat was Mo# 16 standard 
brass.guide* As the weight of wave guide in the dewar was
thus about 150 gms*, a 2 hour pro-cooling period was required 
to reduce the wave guide temperature to that of liquid air*
In addition more helium was used in the transfer process# • * 
OnoG the helium transfer had boon completed, however, opera­
tion was satisfactory as far as the helium loss rate was 
concerned#
• * . . . . . . . . . . .  . \ t . M - .  V s v v
The method adopted for joining the thin-wall to the
standard wave guide was to file a short aeotion of Mo# 16 ' 
guide until-it el ixfped over the thin-wall guide * The oold-'^  
ered combination was then butted-against the-main- guide-, and 
soldered to the latter with the aid of a collar of Mo* 15-' 
guide* Later, wiicn the-TJâ 102 resonator-was used, the sec- = 
tion of brass was replaced by another section of CuMi guide,' 
and the two lengths of CuMi in the cryostat were soldered to­
gether with a collar of filed Mo* 16 guide-*' - ..... '
For constructional simplicity,- the Wave guide in the- ory­
ostat was left open to the liquid helium, as was- the 'cavity 
reaonator* An -I-in* hole, drillod in tho broad- face of the ' * 
wave guide at the top and bottom of the«cryostat, provided an 
entrance and exit path for the helium, and additionally•* 
served to reduce the possibility of a thermal escillation in 
the wave guide during transfer#
6*2 (d) Resonant OaviW Design
Two resonant cavities were designed for this thesis in­
vestigation as shown in Figure 7* The first was a TE 111 
cylindrical cavity that could bo externally tuned by two - 
methods, while the second was a Œ  102 thin-wall rectangular 
resonator that could be externally tuned over a smaller range 
with a single mechanism* The resonators will now be discussed 
in detail#
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FIGURE 7
TElll AHD TE102 CAVITY RESONATORS
TE 111 Oylindrioal résonant cavity . . . . .  , ... .
A oylindrioal bragc resonator was designed first of'all*
as it was felt that this type woul& he the easiest to*fahri^ *" 
cate? in the -range of high % resonators* The resonator was 
designed from the fomula^^#
(fio)^  s A / Bn^(D/L)^ (6,1)
where f g Frequency in Mo/s.........
J) a Diameter of the ‘ cavity ih inches 
D 6 length of the' oaviW ih' fhohes 
n i Mumher^ ' of half#wavelengths
A « A" Constant.....
B ts Another constant > •
and where (D/l) is the primarily selected ratio, - it was ^
apparent ' that the TJ; Oil cylindrical cavity (highest-C|)* would
he too large# and the TE 111 mode was taken as the one least
likely to give trouble from degeneracies#
For preliminary work# it was planned that the resonator
should be mochanioally tunable over a range of about 500 Mc/e
As a consequence# the resonator was made from brass stock in
the shape of two pillboxes threaded together (to minimiiae
wall losses). Design dimensions and operational oharaoteris*'
tics f#r the T1 111 resonator were: -
Medium « silver-plated brass
Internal diameter 9: 2.IB cm
Maximum length » 5»65 cm
Minimum length % 5.15 cm
Wall thickness 1 mm
GOupllhg thread % $B' ’
Ooupling hole 9 5/16.in., ,, .Tuning range;
air at 500% * # 9#6$helium at 4.8% e /\/9*l  ^9#4 Mic/a
coupling to the resonator was effected hy-a single" 
coupling hole in the centre of the end wall» and the sise of " 
the coupling hole was chosen by experimentation# The selected 
value of 5/16 in# left the cavity in a slightly overcoupled
^  '& ' V k i.t V.. ' ' '  ^ i \ , i. ir' C»; * ' ÏK >
The resonator Itael# w&$ eoft ^ol40red t^he cryostat 
wave guide > through an Intermediate 10/1000 » in** s M  plate#
With this arrangement» a loaded•% of'^ BOBO at 500%' and/^  ^% 00 
at 4#2^E was observed* The % was calculated by notings the 
half#power points in the reflected signal when sweeping» the- 
driving klystron through the cavity resonance*'- Hote that this 
method only gives an approximate result- since the reflected 
power is a function of the loaded and unloaded Q* s$ . >
The cavity could be tuned Mechanically with a 4*5il re­
duction drive made from brass clockwork gears# - The drive - 
gear fitted to a l/l6 in# stainless steel rod which extended 
from the cryostat top plate, via some small bushings soldered 
along the entrant wave guide. Mo stops were provided on the 
tuning me chan i aim # - • <.... . ..  .
For fine tuning» and additional purposes» an in* quarts; 
rod was fitted, on and through the Emplane bend and thence ' 
through the cavity coupling hole (l# 5 cm maximum penetration).
\ . «... V Ci. S
' ' " " t ^  ^'**- '■ ' ' > ». ■ A ■. Ü „ >■ i i, V t & 0 ^
To prevent ©xoosBivo -side play of the* quart» rod in the »cav­
ity coupling ho le.#- -it was centred with- the aid'- o# a- mica * " ^ 
sheet# The mica- sheet was stuck with nail varnish inside the 
cavity, and against the upper wall, and the clearance.hole in 
the mica (5/16 in#) was made sufficiently large for helium"^ ‘ 
entry* With this quarts rod, tuning could hS- adjusted-smooth- 
ly over a range of about-60-mc/sr which waS' the* eleot#cal  ^' 
tuning range of the- klystrons- employed»- This quarti^  rdd bys­
tem had no evident detrimental'effect* on the %' of the reso­
nant cavity s. unless the penetration was excessive* ^ » » * *
Paramagnetic specimens were mounted on-the bottom ( centre ) 
of the cavity for with the TS 111 mode, maximum B fields are 
encountered at such positions on the end plates# » •Specimens 
were usually mounted with nail- vamish or with vaseline# ' * >’ 
Oarc had to be taken * in the pro#cooling stages of opera­
tion to ensure that the cavity threads were sufficiently■ex­
hausted -of air# This * was illustrated in one experiment at 
4*8% in Which the cavity was completely jammed because of 
an accumulation of - solid air between the threads#
TiS 108 Rectangular resonant cavity.......
- As will be indicated in the next chapter, the. Œ  108 
rectangular thin-^wall resonator was designed to minimise the 
eddy-current effect experienced with the- TB 111 resonator in 
an alternating magnetic field* The resonator was designed 
fro# the equation,
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Where \ t guide wavelength; ?[qq »' cut-off wavelength;
# free#mpaoe wavelength;, K » dielectric constant of the
media filling the cavity# •  -
The resonant cavity was made from a section and-pieces 
of the thin-walled - QuMi wave guide - previously described# » A 
"fixed** frequency cavity with a quartz-rod fine tuning was *
0ontemplated. Furthermore, the resonator was  ^to-incorporate 
field modulation coils (Helmholtz pair) on each of.its broad 
faces*to -effect a variation in magnetic field strength at the 
paramagnetic crystal# A TB 101 cavity was first considered 
for simplicity# In this -mode » * the B f ield- maxima are* at the 
end plates and thus the modulation coil.axis would, of neces­
sity, be level with the bottom of the cavity# This was con­
sidered undesirable from a mechanical point of view, and also 
from space considerations# The Œ  108 resonator design was ' 
then considered and adopted. This mode exhibits B field maxi­
ma at the centre and end plates of the cavity#
The length of the cavity was* calculated with considera­
tion given to the dielectric constant of. the paramagnetic • 
media that would partially fill the cavity (principally ir- - 
radiated MgO) # The cavity was then completed by the addition 
of Gull end plates# The upper end plate was soft soldered to 
the main section, Wiile the lower end plate was soldered with 
WoodVs metal. Coupling and quarts rod tuning were effected
* . t ‘.. ' * . . . .  , > . V.. * % f
in the manner desoriWd for the.Œ' ill resonator#  ^*"
Resonant cavity f requenoy ohangee- -could be-made-prior to 
1 o w tempo rature experimentation by building up thé lower end ' 
plate internally with rectangular plugs of Geiman: gilt^ er*. *( 1 mm 
thick) and soldering the combination to the- resonator With»» 
Wood* B metal# • A single 1 mm plug would increase the* resonant • 
frequency by about 100 Mc/a,# (barge plugs would, however, . 
doatroy the symmetry of the modulation ooila about the resona­
tor central plane#) *..
' The modulation coils* were wound on 18 mn^OuMl tubing -•* '
formers# soldered to the broad faeee of the- cavity at the aym-" ^
metiy plane# Baoh coll'was wound with lOO turns, of-Mo# 50 
5W0 enamelled copper wire, and-the ooile were connectedin» » 
aeries. These coils were designed to execute a magnetic field 
sweep of 10 gauas, with a -current sweep of 1 amp, at the oen- 
trally located paramagnetlO'specimen#
location of the paramagnetic specimens at the centre of 
the cavity was quite a problem# After many trials with dif­
ferent supporting media (Which gave an oxoessive resonanoe 
shift), the foam cellular material **Jabolite" was employed as 
a supporting cushion, and the paramagnetic crystals were em­
bedded in this material which oompletely filled the bottom ' 
half of the cavity# %ile the "jabolite** had negligible eff 
feet on the resonant frequency of the cavity, it did suffer ' 
the drawback that it would shrink under normal solder heat —  
hence tie use of the Wood$s metal in this application.
ÀQ ,
The TE 108 cavity# again » slightly ove rooupled# exhib­
ited a loaded % of ^  8000 at 300% and ^7000 at 4*8%#
Other pertinent design figuras were; i •.»
Material 9 OUMi ( silvered)
Xi.ahgtii ' « 43 mn • *-
Internal dimensions k O'# 4" x 0%9" in#
Thioknass q II/IOO0 in#Obuplihg hole' '  ^q/id/in#'
Frequehdy Ih air at 300% e /^9#3 Idic/s
Frequency, in helium at 4*8% With Jahollte, plus « ^9#1 Mfo/aMggO orystal
0#3 Siq Mag# t 8% ste^ n . . .  ......................._
The Zeeman level-splitting elGotromagnet was a MeWport' 
Instrument Type A, air*^oooled magnet# mounted on 8. rail-oa]:- 
rioge for easy aseess to the oryostat. The magnet wo*s sup­
plied with standard (flat) pole pieoes of mild qtéel# 100 »mm 
in diameter* Eaoh ooil was wound with 8000 turns of reotan- 
gular oopper wire (0*06 x 0*16 in#)* The magnétio field was 
approximately 800 gauss/$mp for a pole-pieOe spading of 60 mm# 
The field inhomogeneity-wae-, estimated-by, comparing the 
observed line width of a speck of BX^ PH with the observed line 
width of a large sample of known paromagnetie material —  in^  
this case, irradiated MgO at 4,8% with a ,measured line width 
of 4 gauss* ‘By* this method# the field -inhomogeneity * at- the 
centre of the magnetic field was estimated to be 3 gauss/om* 
As a consequence# the pole pieces were machined to display- • 
Rose "shims" around their perimeters* The "shim" dimensions
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selected from Rosens oriterla^^.were:
shim width 8*86 1 0*01 mm  ^ .>
. . shim thickness. 3$76 Î. 0,01 mm.... ...... v. __
With this liiodif ioat ion ooraple ted » the ‘ f ield ihhomoge-ne i ty 
reduction could he calculated by oomparlng the line-widths of 
the MgO specimen-for the shimmed and unshhmed conditions#-» 
m  this manner, the field inhomogeneity at the centre-of » ths" 
magnetic field was esthnated to be less' than 1 gauss/om' after 
shimming, Figures 8 and 9 illustrates* the line shape for the
MgO speoimien, before and after shimming,  .....  .
For smoothness, the power supply for-the magnet was-a » 
bank of six IB volt Admiralty surplus batteries, each with a 
40 Ah rating# With thie battery-bank,*-a field* current of 
over 4 maps could be maintained over the operational * period 
which varied from 4 to 8 hours. A mercury * vapour-rectifier 
d#o power unit was adapted to serve as a- battery charger, 
and the system operated in trouble-free fashion over a period
of two y e a r s , ............... * ..........
Current flow to the magnet was regulated by a combination 
of power rhecetats, Great accuracy in the measurement of 
field currents was not a major requirement in this investiga­
tion, and a high quality ammeter was thus sufficient for this 
purpose# The ammeter could be read to t 0*01 amps which oor^
responded to-î 8 gauss,........... .......
For 50 ops modulation of the magnetic field, a modula— 
tion coll of 286 turns was wound on brass formers on each of
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FIGURE 8
MgO RESONANCE LINE WITH TWO SATELLITES
FIGURE 9
MgO RESONANCE LINE WITH TWO SATELLITES 
(shimmed pole pieces)
. ^ f \ .1* * * f. , ' - 1 * " V. * * ( ft /|j^
the pole pleoee# The no mal-sweep current-applied* tO" the 
oolla {oonneoted In eeriea) for apeotroeoqpio- observation»» 
was 3 amp#rme* This effected a field sweep of about 60 gauss#
6.4 Eleotxonios ■  -
Details of the eleotronlo control systems are- now given# 
For oonstruotlonal and malntalnanoe ease,-each eleotronic- ‘ 
block unit-(except the - IF- - mmpl if 1er ) was cone true ted In com­
puter fashion on vertically mounted; panels ef aluminium*; ^ the ' 
valve-base side of the equipment waa left open and facing-to- 
ward the observer* Standard valves were used in these block
units wherever possible# .........
6f 4#-(a)* - XClystrO'b~ Pcwer-■ Suqplies - ’ • - * » » - • ■ ‘ * - * - *  ^*
The oormaon power supply for* the resonators of the monitor 
and local oscillator klystrons was a* *500' volt# 76 mA supply# 
as shown in Figure lOo^ . The supply was connected to the kly* 
atrone as indicated in Figure 11* The power supply was de­
signed to regulate the output noise voltage to Within 5 mv 
3m%s ♦ * • ' - "
The power supply for the- resonator of the %-15 (medium) 
power klystron was a -600 volt 100 mà supply designed for the 
same noise voltage rregulation# This supply was more trouble- 
some to develop because of the higher voltage ratings demand­
ed by the components# The diagram* for this * power supply is 
given in Figure IB. As shown, a facility was included for 
fine tuning of the output voltage about the 600 volt level#
FIGURE 10 POWER SUPPLIES
a) Klystron supply » -300 v U) I.E. supply ■ / 200 V
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CIRCUIT CORRECTIONS FOR KLYSTRONS
ï’IGURE 12 X-13 KLYSTRON POWER SUPPLY
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The garoup of BI*B4 merle# règutl&tea^  valvee eomW poosfhly' he 
replaced, by a a ingle 18381 power pentode forAmo re ' eff iolent 
oonstruotion- the oirquit-wae otherwise ee^tlefaotory* . ' •
The reflector potentials of all the klystrons were/oh-»  ^^ 
talned from standard 130 volt radio hatteriee. • Bv this means, 
undesirable frequenoy modulation of the klystrons was minlMA 
mised* The drain on the batteries was negligible ; - indeed the 
set of batteries lasted for about a year before becoming weak# 
The klystron reflector potentials werei ...   ■
KlVetron Reflector voltage
K % 1    8507S3A/B liOX^13 (3i mode) 400
■ Frequency modulation of^  the:monitor and- of' the power - > ~
klystron could be achieved through-the application-of * a* sweep 
voltage, R/Ù coupled to the reflectors* When a constant 
klystron frequency was required, the coupling condenser was 
connect^ to ground directly, to provide R?G integration at 
the reflector electrode, and consequent frequency stabilisa^ 
tion {as in the local oscillator klystron)*
As an added restraint against undesirable frequency - « 
modulation, all the klystron, heaters if ere- driven from 6^ volt 
wet batteries. A battery charger was built into the appara^ " 
tus to maintain this facility# - . -
Mo protective devices were required in the Y33A/B kly­
stron circuits* (The main safeguard of longevity, however.
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Is to ensure that the reflector voltage is applied to the^  » ^ 
klystron after the heater voltage applloatlon" and before the 
resonator voltage application.) in the lCQll olrouit,.a-6A3ü5 
protective diode was oonneoted between reitleotor and oathode 
to ensure that the refleotor would not beoome positivo with 
reepeot to-the-cathode at any ins tant. A  similar 'GALS- pro- 
teotive diode circuit was aesooiated'with the klyetron#' 
In addition, however# a relay ■fail'^ aa^ fe oirouit was* eonneoted 
in eerie8 with the output from the ^500 volt resonator power 
supply to ensure that this voltage would be removed if the 
reflector voltage - failed-#  .....- - - - - .... v. ... .
The monitor and reflector klystrons, When frequenoy' * 
modulated, were swept with positive puisas or waveferme at'' 
the refleotor elootrodes# As a oonsequenGe, for.such-opera- 
tion the quiesoent refleotor voltage was, required to be at 
the most negative voltage experienced over the opemting 
mode#
6*4 (b) I#F* Amplifier - • • •
The I.F* amplifier was a War-surplus, single-ended, **Pye 
strip** with a centre frequency -of 4©Mc/b and 10^ bandwidth# 
The original circuit incorporated five VR9t pentodes in the 
pre-detector stage, followed by a detector and cathode
follower operating Into a 100 ohm cable. The power consumed 
was approximately 100 mA at 350 volts, with a 6 volt heater 
drain of 1*6 amp#
As It stood, the amplifier generated, too much high' 
quenoy and 60 oyole noise# The 60 oyole noise was- virtually^ ^ 
eliminated by running -the heaters-from-a -sl%vYolt'. battery*# ^ and 
the high frequency noise was reduoed by by-paeeing the first 
’X#F*f wlde-band stage# With this done, the maximum-gain of^  »■ 
the atrip was about 1800;^  and the high f requemoy' nolee. output 
was reduced to 80 my rms* The gain could be ' controlled ' -
grid bias adjustment, but aa the valves had a sharp : cut-off.
It was usually undesirable, from a stability point of view, 
to work too close to this point* ' . * « - . - ^ ^
Provision was made for connecting a variable condenser 
bank (l P max)- aorosS; the output, to reduce • the-.background 
noise still further# The amount-of  ^integration that' could' be 
applied was, of course, dependent on-the shape of the wavs'^  
form under investigation# The output signal was displayed - ’ 
on a 8olartroh oscilloscope Type 613#8, with a maximum sensl** 
tivity of 1 mV/om# Furthermore a milllammeter was connected 
into the second detector circuit as a signal level monitor*
' The power supply for the- I*F, amplifier wpye strip** 
was as shown in Figure 10b* The supply was; designed to fur#- 
nish 100mA at 800^880 Volts,, with a noise level of less than 
3 rms# The heater current for this amplifier was supplied 
by a 6##volt battery.
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6.4 (o) pulse Oircuit Power
■ - %  ^  f  imjhlii'i i/. . . . . .   ^ \ g > . , .■■ ». ,■  ^ v
The power supply for. the- pulse cdrcuito was as, shown 
in Figure 13» The design rating of this supply .was $5 mA' 
at /SOO Volta-and 8 mA at "150 volte* The nodes, rlpfla on/^  < 
the 300 volt output line was less than 3 m¥’ rme on - no. load; 
^ volt eplkee were obtained, howevov, when the eupply-wae^  ^
loaded to the limit. Stabilisation of the-^160 volt-output 
was leee oritloal, and reetrioted to voltage-Teferenoo\tube 
(VBlbo) etabilisation. The ripple level at this output was 
approximately 1 volt* - . . . .  ,
6.4 (d) Pulea 01 rouit -Design • ■ *  ^ ..... .....
The sweep and pulse ' el rouit design is shown in, Figures 14
18# The system block diagram and timing sequenoe are shown
in Figures 16 and IV, respectively# ..........
-The pulse system was originally designed to effect adiu" 
batio fast passage transitions by the frequency sweep method. 
Inversions were not obtained with this method# however, and 
the circuit was modified to effect inversions by adiabatic 
fast passage of the magnetic field. The frequency sweep 
method was used effectively to measure the spin lattice rc" 
luxation time, Tn # - ■ - . -
Tc achieve fleld^sweep inversion, it was necessary to 
pulse the %"13 klystron to the resonant cavity frequency, * 
while sweeping the magnetic field through the resonance eon"' 
dition. • in addition, while setting up :/the system for opera"" 
tion, it was convenient to sweep the reflector of this
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FIGUES 13 PULSE CIRCUIT POWER SUPPLY 
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FIGURE 17b TIMING SEQUENCE —  FIELD SWEEP METHOD
klystron with a trapo^ olAal Yoltago-waveiform* The oWoult\
based on Yalyes VI# VS# V3# and V4 constituted the X-13 
klystron reflector sweep olroult# and altematlyely provided 
the ■driving waveform for the 'field' sweep, olrouit^ :• ThO\ c4r« 
o#t based on valves V13# V13# Vl4#Ay iand V17r provided-the 
waveforms and timing sequenoes necessary-for pnlsing this 
klystron during the adiabatic fast passage'/period* - ^
The VI circuit was a f-rec’^running multivibrator circuit # 
with the grids returned to the supply voltage for offIqlent 
triggering action# * A-switched condenser bank provided repe­
tition-rates of 1*5 ops#- JB-ope-r and 25 ops# and a - visual' * 
indication of the repetition^ rate was provided by a 65. volt ^ * 
neon bulb connected across one of the anode loads* The output 
from point A was- connected to the input--B-of-a-ene-shot-muiti- 
vibrator time•delay circuit‘(50 -'70Oyu sac) based' on V12 and 
VI7#A* ■ The waveform-at'B was -also uappllad simultaneously 
to another multivibrator time delay circuit# based on valves 
V13 and V17*-‘B* The positlve-.going-output signal- from V15 was 
fed to a cathode follower clipper oircuit V14#A from Which 
was obtained an essentially rectangular 100 volt pulse of 
variable duration {40 y^seo  ^1*'5 .msec) achieved by variation' 
of the time constant a in the V13 circuit*  ^This 100 volt posi*^  
tive pulse was applied when necessary to the reflector of the 
X#13 klystron# which was normally biased to the high frequency 
end of the operating mode mode width ^ 150 volt)# Thus
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this klystron Ooulà he pulsed to the résonant earity or other 
frequenoy for oontreliable periods. a»G eoupling to the 
klystron reflector would,of • course, produce some «sag**- in* the 
waveform at the-reflector,- and thus the coupling condenser-' 
was made as large- as possible to minim-iae this effect.
It was also necessary to- produce a magnetic field- sweep 
through the cavity resonance- frequency, while the-power kly­
stron was pulsed to the resonance frequency. -This sweep was 
initiated by the-triggered VIS time delay circuit, which de*> 
layed the sequence until the pulsed power klystron'reached' 
the resonant cavity frequency. The output - from VIS ' was ap­
plied to the'sweep-generating and-shaping-circuit-based on ' 
valves VS, "V3, V4, and Vll-A»' -This- was essentially a*-pulse'»* 
timing circuit followed by-a bootstrap, trapeaoidal, voltage* 
sweep oircuit. Trapezoidal sweep,parameter^,were?
Amplitude Leading edge Flattop Trailing"edge
180 3Ô ioo180 75 100 850
170 100 0 800150 800 G 800
A facility was also included for frequency, sweeping -' 
the monitor klystron with a fast repetitive triangülai? volt* 
age sweep (amplitudei, / 90 volts; sweep time, 100 * 400yueec; 
sweep interval, 400 * 600 /usee-). - This sweep circuit was 
gated on at the end of-the power-klystron- sweep interval, and 
gated off after half an operating period by the main control
*'■' J i ' » L , ,1 1 *. \ ' ,.V % & VV . *1 ^
multivi'bratoi'^  {¥!)# The gate olroult wae-a^ hif^ etahléY'^ '^ P^'^  
flop circuit* (y 5i V16) # sweep timing wae derived' from
a gated free^rutthlng multiirihratôr oifoult ‘(v?', Vlo^B) # and 
the hootetrap voltage sweep output was obtained from V8 and
Under certain conditions; it was desirable.that the in^ 
verting Iclystron sweep voltage should not- return ■ through the 
resonance condition while the spin resonance relaxation'pro­
cesses were being monitored*- fo effect thlS' delay, it was  ^
necessary to introduce the clamping diode, Vll^A* With this 
diode switched into the-circuit,- the- grid of^  would-be 
pulled down to below cut#cff whenever the laonitor klystron- 
sweep gate was-opened* -in this- way# the output voltage-from 
V4^B would be clamped at ^  180 volts during the monitoring
3ET #3L O ^QIL' t * * - v  * a . t .  4 - ,  « >•■*
The power amplifier circuit, designed for magnetic field 
modulation, was as shown in Figure IS* This amplifier was 
powered by a IbO volt battery combination (’"/b volts of which 
acted as the magnet supply) as the maacimum total current in 
the anode circuit of this amplifier was 1200 mà* The inter­
nal modulation coils (previously described) were coupled to 
the amplifier through a 3:1 step-down transformer# As the 
d#o currents Involved were fairly large by radio component 
standards, it was postulated that the transformer would 
operate more efficiently if choke coupled to the driver 
valves, as shown* The amplifier, normally biased near cut-
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FIGURE 18 FIELD SWEEP POWER AMPLIFIER
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0ft$ was. dîîiwn-W the x^ositiirevgoing eweep veltage - f 3Pom ■ 
the power~klystro%% mweexp .eiremit# V4#B* - With' thie system# - 
ou;çré3at sweeps of over 1 amp could be eat up in the internal 
modulating coils#........  •- —  .
An additional circuit was designed (Vld# ¥16r V'20# ¥Bl), 
for combining inverslon and monitor voltage#sweep waveforms* 
The former waveform could be applied to the^  grid (B)-of.V16# 
while the latter waveform dould be applied ; to» the grid (#) 
of VI6# VI6 served to amplify the input' monitor.wavefo%m# 
while ‘ preoerving its phase | the resultant^ waveforms were^  - * - 
then added in V16# Diodes V20 and VBl# in the grid circuits# 
served as d*o> clamps# '• ■ ■■ - - ....................  .
The resultant waveform could be used to drive the * power 
amplifier and modulation coils for inversion and relaxation 
observations# As it turned out in the the sis inve s t iga t i one 
howeverf a field sweep waveform with a low duty cycle was 
required if the eddy current losses in the TB 103 resonator 
were to be kept to a minimum# As a consequence# this par­
ticular, circuit was not applied#
6*5 Eigli-Prequency Alternator
In the initial inversion experiments# high#frequency 
magnetic field modulation was obtained frora a* laotor-alter# 
nator system connected to the external modulation coils# 
as shown in Figure 19* The motor alternator was a Service 
Instrument# Type UQ^Bp with a maximum output of 80 voltë 
at 6#B5 amp# 2000 ops*
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FIGURE 19 ALTERNATOR FIELD SWEEP CIRCUIT
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To matoh the alternat or- to the modulation ooilo#-a '
1 # § yU F oondonoor vrao conneoted' In oerioa with the "latter»#' * 
In-this way a modulation ourrent of 8* 6-amp acme was obtained# 
(Due to soil heating'# it Was neoeeeary to limit the current 
to this value*) As will he d^serihed In the- ne%t ohapter*- - 
this system was very inefflolent and caused the magnet colls 
to he at 0 one ids rahly # - in addition, the eddy, current losses 
in the oryostat were oonsiderahle* (A meqhahioal resenanoe 
of the modulation oolls in the 1600 -"• 8000 ops range- also '• 
causedsome- discomfort#) This- system did,» however,» provide 
the necessary- Information on inversion, techniques^ Which. ^ ^ - 
led to» the final resonant cavity design it thus deserves 
mention^
GHAPIER 7 
omRATiom A m  HmsuiTS 
Introduotiqn , .., ,........ .. _ ,
Transient and-steady state spin resonance observations 
were made on the paramagnetic media described in Chapter-6# 
The relaxation phenomena could be appraised by both methods' 
of observation ■•aS"C0uld the Inversion criteria,  ^It was pos#" 
sible to observe inversion and mpllfication with- & single' 
îlgO crystal at » 4#8%* - with- an increase ;in material, spon*- 
taneoua oscillations were observed at 1*3%# Irradiated 
diamond exhibited a shorter-■spin*lattice- re ls%at i on time y - 
and this resonance line could be saturated but not inverted
phosphorous#doped eilicon was» examined only in passing' 
as detailed resonance and•inversion examination had been-re* 
cently made on such crystals by other workers ( 8ec# 6#2( c) ) # 
our interest was, however# focussed on the use of a quart* 
rod light pipe for controlling the spin#latticc relaxation 
rates in semiconductors# - ...... . ,
In addition, the phases in the development of the final 
system arc discussed, and details are given of the operation­
al. procedures applicable to each phase#
7*1 Cry OB tat -Perfommnce - - - ^
In the -initial stages, some trouble -was experienced in 
the helium transfer operation as the helium dewar vacuum was
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too‘hard and caused Insufflolent pre%coollng# - With this 
dewar softened to 6 mm air preoeure, the- transfer prooese 
was quite economical# m  an averagerti^i^nefer with a Œ  
resonator, _ 160 litres (#Bp) • of helium were expended in level 
attainment, and an additional 260 litres were expanded-over
the rest of the transfer* .......
These economical- transfers were made with the-aid of 
a OuNl guide tube "(length, 16 cm#» diaaBcter,rlf cm) fitted; to 
the waveguide in the cryostat along the transfer-tube.-axis# 
The function of the tube ( the top of whic%waà 15 cm» below 
the cryostat top plate) was to guide the liquid helium to 
the‘bottom of the deWar:* Without this device#'^  about 250 
additional litres of helium were expended in the transfer 
process* < • ■ • -. • *. • - « ■
The cryostat was carried about 75 feet to the helium 
liquéfier-for the transfer operation* After transfer^ it - 
was usually necessary to adjust the» frame of the liquid air 
dewar to centre the dewar system between the pole pieces of 
the magnet* • With this system, twenty-four helium tempera­
ture experiments were carried out* —  ■ '■ .
The operational time for experiments at 4#2% (with no 
eddy current heating) was a maximum of 12-hours# With high 
frequency heating of the oryostat, the running time at this 
temperature was- a minimum of 3 hours* Por exporiments below 
the point, the operating period was in the order of 5 
hours*
7 * 3  S p e c t r o m e t e r  S e n s i t i v i t y .......................... -   - •■
To determine the eeneitivity--of the epeetrometer, ' reeo- 
nance measurements • we re carried out on- a ^ crymtailine: sample 
of the free radical- mmrker-'DFBi' tBiphenyipi.crylhydra^ yi)-'' -
i*)hioh has a line width - of 8# 7 gauss* The semgle,. containing
ISabout 1*0 X 10 spins, was mounted in a perspex/holder and 
placed at the point of maximum - magnetic field Intensity^ in 
the resonator* With 50 ops magnetic field modulation,' the
■ V  -,
amplitude of the-spin resonance signal was 3pO rAT at- 300% 
when the Incident microwave power was 15 yu w, as evaluated 
with the 40 db calihrated attenuator* The nciee level was 
50 mV peak-toepeak* - Detection was by visual displey on the - 
Bola^ron oscilloscope, and in' this case the modulation - sweep 
was shifted in phase* by-90^ IB-0 network) and applied to the
X-platas for synchronous obsezvation,........... - .....
For the experiments, it was desirable to ascertain the 
number of spins that could be detected at helium tempera­
tures with a monitor power of about 15 yu¥# (in this con-
26nection, Feher has shown that spectrometer sensitivity is 
proportional-to the square root of incident power over the
range 10^^ to IQ** - watts# ) >■ Thus for this system the sensi­
tivity for „BPHî. was-found_to.be®^ -  ■
1#65 X 10^ *^  spins at 300% I 15/4 ¥ power level ;
which would be -- 1
1*3 X 10^® spins at 4,â°K t 15/^W power level
For "A paramàgnét 1 o " " sample' other than BFFHi therefore, the 
spectrometer eeneitlvlty would be^ -  ^ v
4^f9‘-X 10^* A B  opine at 4,8% |..15 /A.¥..power ■leyel 
where » le the line width (In gauss) of the specimen » under 
observation# and where it is assumed that*» a) the paramag-* 
netlo sample is located at the point» of» maximum field in ten"* 
sity in the 'resonatorr and-b)-saturation-of’the sample does 
not occur at the ino idpmt ^ powe r level employdd*- * ....... . -
This sensitivity is not high by spectrometer stwdards, 
but# as shown by the illustrative exaoiplee in Sec# 4#3f it 
is in the ri^t order for observation with the power levels 
involved in this investigation# . . _
7#3 Alignment Procedure -for Steady"*Btate Resonance 
Absorption. Experiments.. . .. ..................
For steady-state resonance-absorption and saturation- 
measurmmnts, it was usually only» necessary to operate with 
the power klystron and-local oscillator klystron in super*- » 
heterodyne fashion* in some instances, however, the monitor 
klystron was. employed in preference to the- power klystron# 
For both such requirements, the setting-up procedure
would be as follows*...
High Fower Qpemti   ........
1) sweep the power klystron with the saw-tooth voltage 
sweep* observe by detection on OB0 that the cavity 
dip is in the middle of the klystron mode#
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2) Switch on and adjust the LO klystron, until, beats 
’ are observed on the 0E0 in the above mode* ».... .
5) Switch on the IE amplifier and adjust the klystron 
reflector potantiale until the IF response curve is 
obtained# with the response curve unsaturated#,. centre 
the resonant Cavity dip#-......  , - .. — —  - '
4) switch off th& power Bystron sweeps ^just the
fleeter voltage of this klystron until the IF second
V* % ’•* I '» «" k I».». I t * . - . ' •. 1 *• , «I k « »* »' ■ « \ *1 ** ’■*’ »*' Vs,-.* L fc. 1. ^detector meter indicates an outputi" adjust résonant • 
cavity until this meter shows a dip# connect integra­
ting condenser across the reflector of the power 
klystron# - The system is now set up for spectrometer operation*
how power opemtion    ........................
1) switch on the monitor ^ lyst^ ^^ ^^  sweep volt*'
•** “ « . . .  $  ^ • ». 5 ^  4,.,»». »- * * '».* « -•■•< t . •* >, !>.<, %% $ #4 'V.» ♦ .4.y>3-iVk Vage} adjust monitor klystron until the IF response 
ourrea are ohtatoed as 4n atepa â.and-S ahoye*-•—  - '
8) Swltqh off monitor klystron sweep ; adjust the refiac-
* * * ' »f" 1 ' n ' * ’ - V . Ï X *. rv-i % y ' * 4., , !«•-. •• i  ^ n ,. . V 9tor voltuge until If second detector meter indicates 
ah output ; adjust the resonant cavity‘until'-this meter 
indicates a dip# connect 1 Ju f Integrating condenser 
to the reflector of -this kiystron» ' The system is now 
. lined up. for low power spectrometer operation*. .....
When primary adjusti&ents were» made-to the system# prior to ■ »
each low temperature experiment, it was» necessary to consider 
the 2# shift in the resonant frequency • of the cavity which 
would be experienced when the latter was filled with liquid 
helium#
7*4 Diamond, Specimens 8tâady**Stat0 EosQnanoo
BïgaaB A # .........................' ...............
Thé diamond epeoimens were available for'investigation'
V
some time before the •arrival of the Mgo ' ory#aio # and * oonse- 
quently a number of steady state andtransient observâtione 
were imde to adjudge the maeer potentialitiee of the-diamond 
cryetale -w ..and further#-the perfom#noeof.% the equipment# ^ > 
Thé resonanoe and•Baturatton-oharaeteristios-of- epeeimens.89 
and . 87 were observed .and measured.,at 4*8% ,and. 1 #3%.-under 
steady*'state- oonditions# with 50 ops •. field- modulation and 
visual- ■(■osoillosoope) display* -The ^ amplitude of. the » spin 
resonanoe signal ? obtained -with the other- • speolmens' was too- • 
small to be of value* in the •inveotigati.ons*.- With the* speoi'* 
mens oonoemed# the amplitude of the sleotron spin resonanoe'^  
signal at resonanoe-was * measured on the osoillosoope for each 
applied level of mlorowave power* In this-way# the absorp­
tion at resonanoe could ba-plotted-as a function of incident 
power#: and thus the saturation factor inspiration 3*15-could 
be evaluated* Onoe this was done and determined from the 
line width# the spin'^lattice relaxation time# T^# could be - 
evaluated* The usefulness of- the specimen as a massr^ crystal 
would be determined. i4n part by the result obtained for T^*
The steady*'Btate measurements could not be made easily 
and at best# as had been realised#'- could only lead to approxf 
mate results (though certainly within an order of magnitude)# 
To begin with# a series of saturation measurements- could not
be taken quickly ■and-de a #eult cqneldereble trouble; was* * '' 
experienced-with.-eleotrical drifts and with mechanical--vibra-* 
tiens* -In-addition# it was found that the experimental-range 
for obéeryatione was .■limited by saturation, offcote, in the* IF^ - 
amplifier# This saturation could be avoided if the; amplifier 
were operated at reduced gain (eeotion 6*4(b))r bnfcrtunate** 
ly# the valves - po esee eed rather sharp cut'^cff oharacteris" - » 
tics and very considerable gain fluctuations were experienced 
with the biased amplifier# thus-making it-, necessary to oper** 
■ate the system at full gain* Again# the-saturation could 
have been avoided if a variable attenuator-had been placed» in 
the cryetal detector arm of the microwave circuit# It would 
have been necessary to use» a goodfcalibrated attenuator in 
this position, and unfortunately one was not available for 
this purpose#" ^ . . .. . ? .. , . ..
- Borne interesting information on the effects of neutron 
irradiation was obtained. It was observed that the ampli# 
tude of the electron spin resonanca signal Ih Bpeoimen 27 
was about one#tenth of that exhibited in Specimen 29 when
A ' ' ' '
the two experiments ward carried- out under the same-condi# 
tione of temperature# power level and frequency (9*25 Wc/s) # 
From the irradiation specifications In Ohapter 5# it would 
thus appear that colour centre creation, in these specimens 
is directly proportional to neutron dosage# - ■
The saturation characteristics for specimens 27-and 29 
at 4*2% are plotted in Figure 20# From these characteristics
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tKe aatumtion faatoif of .Bquatlan 3*1# oan-Tî0-:ôMa4ned.|- and 
thus % '  -0W 6'-% 'and"B]_'are--knoim#' At rôaonanç.S| it'-may-t# 
assimad that thia •aatusation-faoto.r»(l /  will
equal #ien - the maaauKed- -maplituda of. tha spin-.'Seaonanoo 
signal is oneehalf- -of- that- lAiloh would- ho. ohta'inod if- the 
ayatea remained linear* . Thun the prohlesi. was to- evaluate. 
and where the .amplitude-of- the mierowaife-magnetic field
in the resonant* Oavity-is given hy -B--#' %%.»-slnw. t* -   - - <
. _ ;As in ##otion 3##». the- $pin#ap W  ion -è.ime #
%#' m w  1)# 'ûMt0mimà. from %he -iino" of, t W  0lQ<%$'ron^
op in reoonanOQ algnad# theo#- ;0#porlm#ntB#yT$%#%wi#th of---‘ 
the diamond- line w w  estimated to^ r-visush (oeoKLloeeope) com* 
parison with-a knot#^ marker when #0 ops field modnl^tionr wae 
employed# It wae deeimhle -to uee DPÜI ae. the markey for its 
line width ie known aeourately (B#7 gaues)i however $ etnoe 
the g^YQluee of diemond (g * 8*008a) and D P m  (g # S$Qpa$) 
are cioee* the reeonanee linee of the tve apeoirnene might 
overlap nndeeirahly if both-were oontalned in the-resonant 
cavityf‘ Ab a reeult# the diamond epln reeonanoe : line wee 
first compared with that of hlne plaetlcene (reeoni^qe due 
to eulphnr Impurltiee) vàiioh has ..a^ g*^ value- of and in
a eeoond; e;^eriment# the blue plaetioene line wae oozapared, 
with that of ÿrom a comparleon-of the 8pootra#:'Ueing
dÇ) opo, field--modulation# the line width of the plaetioene 
waS'^YeG gduse* fhie :&igure is eomeWbat simllor than the
XQ gauê©'value by -■■îîow0^ %^% It^  la^ poe#
E^ lble that the .#pln#epln interaction varies .with .different
plaetioenee*' ■ • —  ■-..... ...... , ..
the second experiment carried out with-diamond 
and blue plaetipene» the line width of specimen B9\wae.'#eti** 
mated to he ^  7#h gauee# Both, exp#rlemtne-vere conducted 
at liquid helium temperatures ( 4 # In eaph" ease) # Then 
a‘comparison of the resonance speotra of epeoimene and 
29 indicated that the line widths of the two crystals Were
of the same order#........... ■ * - - - - - • - ^
fhese- experiments were carried out before the..magnet- ' 
pole pieces were '^ s^himimed^  ^# and so - some'inhomogeneoue-broad** 
ening would-be evidenced in the resonance spectra# Q?hus$^  a 
more realistic value for tho true 1 ine width of - the diamond 
epecimonst taking their sise into consideration*^ would be 7 
gauss oqe less at 4*3%*. (The miulmum value quoted toy 
griffiths is 15 gauas at 90%#)  ^ .
#ie resonance spectra for specimen 29 and blue -plasti** 
oene together are shown in 3?lgure 21# In this figure# the 
magnetic field is increasing from» left to right# and the - 
stronger signal is that of^  the. diamond;. 50, ops, magnetic field 
modulation was employed* ..and the modulating Voltage was phase 
shifted by 90^ and synchronously applied to the X*»plates of 
the oscilloscope# It should be mentioned that- the spectral 
lines in this figure have been broadened someWhat by the
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FIG. 21 DIAMOND AND BLUE PLASTICENE RESONANCE (4.2°%)
FIG. 22MgO RELAXATION WITH LOW INVERTING POWER
diamond 600 sec
600 /* 30C 600 /* sec
FIG. 23MgO RELAXATION WITH MED. INVERTING POWER
FIG. 24MgO RELAXATION WITH iW INVERTING POWER
For Pigs. 22, 23, 24, T = 4.2°K, 
f^od “ 1800 ops, N » 6 X 10^^
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âcition of a 0*3 jj. F oapaoltor oonneoted aofosa the ip ampli* 
fie?, output*  ‘.............
Thus Tg oould he detemiheât .tout to, evaluate-fi* ‘ hy 
steady-» state methods# It wa8' - at ill-neoeeeamy - tu-roaiboulate- 
the-amplitude ( of the mlorowave maguetle field: at-the 
Bpeolmeu* To oaloulate this-field magnitude# it-was first 
neeessaiy-.to find an eapteaeioïi-for t|ia eue^y-stored- -in 
the resonant oavity,'-uhioh-in these expérimente-was--the-IS'111 
oyli-ndrloal resonator* This expression* from standard elec- 
tromagnetio theory'^ ,^ is,
■W ,g I (7.1)
a
in mJca ■ rationalized unite, vrher® -2^ -• is--the peak- amplitude 
of -the elQotrio field In- the oavi-ty, and- where the integra­
tion extends over the volume■of the•cavity*
For a-Tl resonator- operating--far from cut-off, # e  ex­
pression may he -rewritten-4a terms of the amplitude of the 
microwave magnetic field, naaiely*
¥ s 0 (7.8)
0
where ( -is the peak: amplitude, of the magnetic field 
over the oavity and u^ # 4 % x 10*
The diamond steady state experiments wem carried out' 
with a TB 1X3. cylindrieaX resonator# for - which Equation 7%2 
reduces to a complicated integral of Bessel funotione# fhie 
equation was not evaluated# Instead# in later calculations# 
the performance of this resonator was compared with that  ^
the TB 102 resonator# It was observed experimentally that the 
%*s of the two resonators were alike# as* were the cavity ' 
volumes# Thereforef to a good approximation in later calcu­
lât ions on the diamond experiments# the energy storage# ##^  •  ^
was taken to be that for the-T1 102 -resonator operating under^ 
the same conditions of coupling and frequency* ïor the TB- 102 
rectangular resonator# Equation 7»2 becomes a' simple volume 
integral over rectangular co-ordinates# and ; reduces to#
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again in rationalised mks units# The stored energy# ¥# 
may also be found experloiantally from Equation 4*1# since W  $ 
and P can be measured* If this result is then equated 
to Equation 7# 3# the value for- { can be realised* In 
this experiment# the circuit parameters for a maximum output 
condition wore*
^0 2^^ » 1*4 X lO^I fQ * 9#1 X 10 cpsj - 'à' ^ I
Vo e 10 00 ; T e  4#2%
1Ô6
in which it is assumed that the cavity’was at# or- close to# 
the matched condition# Thus from Equation 4#1 we hare
* ¥■» 6*15 X 10^^ joules
and Equation 7*3 gives, "
¥ s joules •
1*008
whence ( ^ ^ 6*2. (gausp| V ‘i^^^t mioroware power
or # 1,34 % 10*^ ( gauss) V  1 /'W raiorowarepower
From this expression#- therefore# the magnitude-of'-the micro- 
wave magnetic field in the cavity could be» evaluated- at the - 
■power level for which the- saturation' factor^ was»^  taken to 
equal &, Thus# at resonance# the saturation term* (
1 could he solved for T^* For‘diaraond* specimen 29#-it was 
found (as diown-in Fig* -20) that the saturation factor 
equalled ^ when the incident klystron* power was 28yh W*, ; 
Further# since (df). and ( A f). # 2*8 x 10? (Afi) %
19*6 X 10^ ops for a .7,gauss line width; and since 
y c S'K X 2#8 X 10^ fadians/gauss#-the- saturation term 
could he evaluated to give an estimate for T, # nmaely#
T% %  1*8 milliseo at 4*8% foV, specMdn 29* * • A > »  ^  ^ « t ** i ' -li • I J tyi Tr. $ » 'ÿr » t.. >  4 V, Il *. I V''» J*-- ' ■ I '
T Ms ■ value f'Oi> deviVtod fxcw. steadyeetate ■ phenomena,: is 
in fair asvoowient witîi the value directly measured on the
107" *• .« L • * «J.. L i I. y, . r- V >-. • i»! f $k .Y *  ^ ^ a. », %, A Ç. v, J 4. I (s . > $>- V  ^
oscilloscope under transitent conditions*y-¥#h-the a#abat^C'
fàst^paçsage frequency sweep.,##piod, described in Section 7*6,
the measured T..%#ae 0#$ m.mi#ec;at\4v2%v' Thus the
validity of the -above 0teady**state. approximations.Would-ap-*
pear to he juetifled# - jafcte^  that-a similar treatment, oould
he applied to the reçonanee results with specimen 27*»
As an additional -oheok‘ on the values obtained .for-Ba #1
Tg and-Tj^ ' in the steady**sta^ te experiment on specimen 29# 
these figures were compared-with the- f igures quoted - hy - -/ 
Blpembergen^^ from experiments on the saturation- character*? 
iatiCB of DPW* In the latter experiments# at the-power- - 
level corresponding to _ a saturation-.factor, of the quoted 
values for ( and Tj, were 8 gauss and 6*3 x 10?^ 9 cee# 
respectively# From these'Values#"-it can he seen that-the ' 
products (bItj.)' for DFBl and specimen 29 are in fact in the
same ratio order as the line widths* * • *..‘
The number-of spins in diamond 29 was estimated com"^  
paring the amplitude and width of this resonance signal with 
that of the ])PFH sample 1#0 spins) mentioned in
section'7*2# In this way the total number of spiné in.spec'»* 
imena 29 and 27 were estimated to: be .
Diamond .29; B a 2 % 10^^
Diamond 27; M 3 2 x 10^^
- * ' " - ' ' ' 1. t J * », .1 I- ,■ .* 1» ( », ,r ^  i. U 4 1( iî. ^
Î M  SSHlâ2â *« —  -
The -reaonanoe-speotm of ■. the-ivvaâià-tet,'MgO-.e^yatala ■ 
Were observed-under staady stato oondltlone# by-th@ use oif 
the #0 ope magnetio field i#dulatlon,, The amplitude of /the 
electron epin reeonanoe" signal of the Dounre^ ay' 0pep,^en-wae
comparedwith that of one of the?' Harwell specimens'* -The
-, "
spectra--could-be observed at ' 300%* - it was obeérvèd that * - 
the amplitudes were of- the emm^ order# ' as- were- the- spectral 
distributione# Thereafter attention was mainly-confined;- to 
the Harwell-'iigD* qpecimenS 'iii^ 'view of the radioactivity of  ^
the Dehnre8yi:specAmen* As observed* the spin resonanoOr Opeo*» 
trim of an MgO epecimen consisted of # main line^  ( at approxi^
mately the free^^^leotron magnetic field value) and* six- satel**
lit00 with a signal amplitude roughly- 10ÿ^  of the main line 
value# ' It was observed that* the satellite line shapes were 
asymmetrioal' about the-main -line# - * - - - ■ >
The maln*fline width# when compared" with DFM* seemed to 
be unusually high in the order cf^  4-gauss#  ^At this time# 
however# the magnet polo pieces had not been shimmed# ' and ■•* > 
consequently much of the observed diatributioB*was attributed 
to ihhomogenecus broadening over the. fairly large MgO sample#
Shimming was carried out as^  previously stated in •Section 
and the ■ experiment repeated* ^  ^It > was observed that * the line 
width was reduced to about 1*8 gauss# * This observation was 
made at 30©%'to offset possible saturation broadening# 
Photographs taken for both conditions are reproduced in
» * "  « i t. .A. L.. . (.iw' ' . 'L * » * î .
Figures 8 and 9, %n these photographe# , only twb\ o$' the^  
six satolliteB can be observed due to-tlie-limit.atlon aet 
by the amplitude of the modulating iwgnetio- field# - The y 
presentation is- with a repetitive-sweep on the-oaelllosoope 
time base hence the double spectrum# ■ in each easei-the-»- 
amplitude of the signal is roughly 5 volts for a temperature
C) # ■••■■«. I A ■ A A> A. V * $ A. 'f t I ' k ÏA .: A. L. .V 'I . is , . ?■*!+, i k‘> ■• V- . k 'A /■ Âf tl
‘ In addition to Irhomogéneoua broadening# aome saturation
broadening would undoubtedly occur at* 4#2% with * the monitor
microwave powers employed for obeeryation ( 6-# 12 yU w) * - To’ ... avoid saturation# it would have bean necessary.to operate'
with monitor microwave powers-of*-l-‘yu ¥« or* less; system in#; -
stabilities would have made observations at this power level
very inadequate# ■' .-    » . ■- -.. .
■ ■ The number of spins in each Earweir'M#* specimen was'
estimated to be in the order of 6»7 m 10^^ or 1#8 x 10^?
per -ocf Time.# the spin concentration is in the same order
as ■ that > craployed by Ohester in MgO experiments# (.Chester
quoted a line width of o#9 gauss for,a spin-concentration
of 10^^ - spins ' per co using a -12#in# ■; magnet# ) .....- - • •
. The spin lattice relaxation .time# T;^ # was not calou#
latad by steady# state- resonance-methods # because , o f the low
monitor power difficulties mentioned above#. , T^ could# how**
ever# be measured directly by transient methods as will be
described#
7*6 MeQ Cr.y3talto. ...Tfàaalant, Hésomnoa .Ph@a.em05à
The MgO . epW#lattiG0 rtolMsat-lOïi' timà , oouM-to© lafaau^d 
readily-toy ■ tîxe use of trAnsiQ»t»'produoing“ttooton4«iues* -©ne-■; 
suoîi teehni%ue applied in* -ttoi® , 4nT.es^ ;4gatoion- 'Waa< ttoat '0$- •ttos'
, adiatoatie |?apidrPae,saee»::,f-re®tt0acy. e#ëp .mathod*. The experi- 
meptai,,profftodd.?^ „'W'ae.as.,,#Qi.ie¥,e.* . . . .   .................................................   ,
1) With the d*.a aâMhàtid.'field'.'Q'f.rthé rêmohahaè"Value* 
adjust thto retotohant'eavl# toedglihg "( slidlns^ totuto 
tuner) ùhtir the" èavity is matched .tor had a known
deg-ree• of--coupling*  - - ; ' '...   • - - a.
2) Apply a- pulse cfymicrtowave'power: watt) ::to’*the 
specimen toy cweepin^ - the "power ' kiybt roîi through'rthtf !
. cavity resbMncd-Xrdqdtondy toyr.#plioatltoh df a- trape- 
• aoidal voltage■ sweep-to the klystron reflector*"'
3) With the :d«o maghetic'field' at' the resonanoe: value, "* 
mtohittor the s'utoSa4uerit trahsitoht':' totohaviour of the spin 
syetc* toy sweeping the monitof klystron' ( 5 - 15 /U w) 
through the cdt’ity;. resonancto". f rehuenoy in a' tmln of 
otostorvations' toy application .of, a 'traih "of '
aawr«tooth voltages; to the reflector* as shown in the 
setouence. disgfm of Figure 17a,' -■ ■ ........
4) Allow the power klystron frequency to r e # m  through 
the cavity resonance at--the end-, of .-the monitor period* ■
5) Repeat this proeedure at IS or 25 ops*
In the -timing sequence show-in-.Fig,* 17a* the- height- of-' 
the trapezoidal wave applied ■ to-the inverting, klystron, reflee,» 
tor was 170 volts and the leading edge of the trapesoid was
100 /*• Bto-lqng-r but tbiB--wub-uqt T W  aaap**--
litude- 'Of rtbo monitor pulee^ t(ruin Mm.. 90\vobto# #nd t^Q\'$We$p 
time and $a%ftooth gepltltion \mto Vevo thOf oWo# of-200^ 
yA-aeo and 400 yU eeo* ra0D^4>tlV0ly$ Tho langtb of the ^ monitor 
pulBo t-kiln'Wao - oqual to onb#half of * the-o^e&lng -pe#qd men# 
tioned in Sect ion 6 * 4( d) * The - résonant oavllQr Employed 
Gould W  a TE lll-0'3f & TE-lOB qavity# as no eddy currant 
losses were 4nourred' in this method# - -^ >■ » - * -  *
It should h8 /npted-that inversion eould not he aohieved 
with this technique* Slnoe the line width of v the speoimena 
was larger than the - half width of the- resonant cavity«- *
1#'P Mo/s) # only a rportion of ' the-avallablS' spine Would' he,' 
affected by this process* It was possible# however# to effect
near-saturation#• ■    - - *
An experiment of this type was carried' cut on the Doun# 
rcay Mg© specimen at 4#8%*  ^The result is-as Shown in Fig ure 
26* In this photograph the sweep is from left to rij^t and 
compressed so that the successive IF amplifier response 
curves (with a centrally located resonant cavity **dip^ ) • 
appear'as a series of ' vertical' 1 ines* The resonant cavity 
was adjusted to the matched condition with the d#c magnetic 
field off the resonance value#- ^ In this condition the re# 
fleeted power would be a minimum# or sere* The applied 
power klystron-pulse■ produced*the'initial (large) IF pulse*- 
shown in • the photograph# subsequently the spin system would 
be saturated, and the first monltor#klystron pulse would
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FIG. 25MgO RELAXATION WITH UNDERCOUPLING (frequency sweep)
FIG. 26MgO RELAXATION WITH OVERCOUPLING (frequency sweep)
1 msec 2.5 msec
1 msec
FIG. 27MgO RELAXATION -- OVER- TO UNDERCOUPLING (fmod = 4000 ops)
For Figs. 25, 26, 28, For Fig. 27,
n
FIG. 28MgO RELAXATION WITH FIELD SWEEP ( ^uxocl “ 5000 ops)
T = 4.2°K; N = 6 X lO^ "^  T = 1.3°K; " "
display the matohed cavity oondliion#' ilG#aye#,% as-.tW spin 
aystam -retuamad to- -eqailitrlim oWv^tariatiP::tlmo
ooBstamtf » - the total % of the-oavity would*, de.o^ raaae-' ‘ 
aa the spins absoÿ'bad powezr that is the cavity woi^ ild he- 
oomo more underooupled# aud- the* refleqte& poWea^.from the 
cavity would. Increase# aa illustrated» to the‘figure-the^ ^ ' 
sweep rate la 1 mllllaeG/om# and the- time- between euoceaeive 
monitor aveepe ie -^O yA^ aee#' g^ hua aa eeen# the , apinflattice 
relaxation time, ( the time tahen*Cor-the. epinvrosonance 
signal to«decay to l/e of its initial value)# was ahout 4
mini 000 -at 4 * W « '•- ■ » « '•« " - « - « - « « ,. ,,.s.., v ■
- An Interesting point ic that if the cavity were origin 
nally. overgoupled with the d**c 'magnetic -field-off the*.reeo* 
nance - value | than- in • the • trane lent pe riod - dworihe.d •ahove # 
the-total % would approach that-value •corresponding to 
match as the spins aheorhed power# fhus, the transient ■ 
response aharaoteriotic would ha the inverse of that ehoim 
in Figure Bë,- hut the time « constant, would he the same* 
One such Gxparlment was carried out on a Harwell MgO 
epeolmen at 4#2^$ and the result la shown ln«Fig,26* In-li " ' *
this case the «sweep rate Is 8» 6 milllseo/cm# and the spin# 
lattice relaxation time# T*. $ Is also ahout 4 mlllisec#^ '■• «•
Mote that the diamond specimen* 89# using this frequency
(
sweep method for-a transient observât ion, showed a mea« 
sûrement of 0, 6 milllseo at 4,^% Which is a reasonable
check on the estimate given in Section T*4#
HgQ, OrystalB Preliminary inversion.Fxnarlmenta . .. '
As stated, Inversion of, the Mg0 ' 1 Ine -1^ the -frequenoy*" 
sweep method of adiahatio fast passage' was not achieved,- *as 
the molecular line width was broader than the width of; the- ' 
resonant cavity response* - In consequence, Inversion expori** 
ments were carried out with-the field sweep method « of adiam 
hatic fast passage, since in this case all cf the available 
electrons would he acted on by the perturbing radiation
]jL % ' >■ * , « » * ■ - * .  f » t ■ ■ •  ^ Î ,îv > t* k , > * * > « * ■ '  .4 ^
- Problems were encountered with this methods ‘ As- the ^ mag# 
net field"~modulatlon-ocils were mounted as-aHelmholt% pair
on the magnet'pole pieoeSf transformer action would ocour ‘ 
between the main and modulation « coils, with-the effect pre# 
scribed by lens* tow* - Thus a larger •modulating-power-would 
be required to sweep the magnetic field at the parmmgnetlo 
specimen by the desired amount* in addition, due to the 
interaction between the main and modulating magnetic fields, 
much of the ; oir cult* path-for the modulating field would be 
through air, and not through the magnet yoke* .......
- In addition to the above coupling drawbacks, at the ■ -" 
higher frequencies it was necessary to ocnsider eddy ourrent 
heating effects on the boiling rate of the* liquid helium in 
the inner dewar* Bddy currents would' be « set up in the cavity» 
resonator and associated wave guide #-» and to a lesser extent 
in the silvering on the wall of the dawar*
In the original emperlmemte of this investigation,-^ « 
the Œ  111 (silver plated) hraas resonator was used* * With 
magnetic field modulation applied to» this ayetem,"^  4t-waa 
found that the ' modulation response at-the* paraaaagnetia^ -epeoi-*» 
men fell off rapidly for frequenoies in-exoees of 100 ops# 
This : was in agreement with, investigations^ carried > out- by •« ‘ 
Hayward on eddy#current effects-in oavity^^resonatore# -In- 
deed# to sweep through-the Mg0 main resonance--line with the 
external sweep coils at # 0 0  cps required a drive^cf' 150^  * ' 
volte xms at 2 amp# In this-caso the driving eourqe was*-the 
high-frequency motor alternator circuit deeoribeddi#- Section 
6_#it Furthermore, the .operating"-period-per-experiment at ' - 
4*2% was reduced f rom about 12; hours- to 6- hours as * a result 
of eddy-current heating of the - resonator and-- -associated^wave 
guide# (with such a loss rate, therefore,-it was impracti­
cal to attempt to operate below the y\ point# ) Despite 
these drawbacks, however, some initial useful information 
on inversion and saturation effects was obtained# *
Bxperimentally the method was as follows# - The high 
frequency alternator output was applied to the external 
sweep coils via a 1*6 P series-capacitor whioh-reduoed • 
the circuit ' impedance* * The‘modulation was simultaneously^ 
applied to a Bckatron glow tube sealer and every hundredth 
pulse was fed from the sealer output to the trigger circuit 
which Initiated the power klystron pulse# The result of
V  ^ n-
• ' ■
U ' W  » V t*
such power pulse appliqatioh Was monitored with the o-w
monitor klystron oirouit#    - -• . ^ . .
-In further detail, with reference to Figures. 14" and 
16# the operation of the pulse oireuits le^as follows*
1) The sealer outl^ut (-positive) was amplifled and--
inverted: by appiylhg it to pin :a of the the" triWe
VI# ‘Whiôh wad in the «off’* position for multivi-'
' jL 0 ’2r!jl*e *■ '**' ** <;. + * * « *. »  ^ .v t.  ^%
2) The output; pulse from VI triggered the one-shot' ' ,
‘ multiTihrator VIB, through the trigger» diode* VI7-A#‘
3) The ' output of ‘Via*- {trailing ^ edge) " trigge red the :one- 
shbt multivibrator V13; thr6ugh the t&"igger diode" ! 
V1?#B# This mitlVlbrdtoK&PPlisd d 1 0 0 'Volt'pool" 
tlvè pulse to the oathode-follower clipper olrouit" ] 
Vl4-A'Wbiah in turn applied an essentially: rectangu­
lar 95 volt pulse to the power klystron refleptor*
Ti0 duration of the power klystron pulse ( ^  500 y/ sac)
was controlled by the second multiVibrator V13, vdxile the
time delay of the firstmultivibrator VIB « was adjusted to 
ensure that the power klystron pulse-was--applied as the ' 
modulated magnetic field swept through the main îigO re so-
3* JLi V ' o " ^ . Lf * & < 1 ^ 1 .  A l l  A . « » .  * % ’I»*
In these experiments with high f requency sinusoidal 
magnetic field modulation# it was-possible- to saturate and 
partially invert the main resonance line of a Harwell
eïyetal» Suoh résulta. are -illustrated. ân■ i’lgurea- SS., S3, ' 
and 34, These photographs wore-taken-at an operating-fre-» 
quency -of 9*2 Mîo/n and temperature of 4#2%;-the-, field» ■— 
modulation frequency %m,s ^  1#0^ epe, ‘to-all-:, three*.figures# 
the left#hand pulse Is the - power klyetron p^ee,*^ and'^  the; 
sweep rate ie- 600 eeo/em# Figure- 22 show# .the- HgO reeo#" 
nanoe line with the power klyetron pulse « well* attenuated#  ^^ 
in thio* case -the • reeonanoe line «1-3- not, saturated* . rTha- «power 
klystron pulee was inoreaeed to effectv saturation of the 
resonance line ae shown in Figure 23| here the «tranalent - ^ 
response of the spin ayatem is-displayed#» * .Figure BA- ehowe,' 
in one sweep#-a partial inve.reion^of «the reaonanoe^ line with 
the applioation of a power pulee-of 250« milliW* note that 
the apparent drift of the haaeline in this figure-waO' due 
to the fact that the field modulation was/insuffioient to
sweep completely through the main resonance line# ■ • ... -
It was important to Wow_ the amount of resonant^havity 
coupling in these experiments# if false results were not to 
he obtained# The amount of coupling could he observed 
directly by noting whether the spln^reeoiianoe-sighal added 
to the power reflected from the cavity (underooupling) or - 
whether it reduced this reflected power (overcoupling) under
steady state monitor conditions# - - - «.. ...........
If# under the application of* a* power klystron^ pulse# 
the resonant cavity remained- ove rcoupled fur - all the pcs^ 
sible Values of magnetic q, true inversion would be
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displayed on the oscilloscope as an inversion of th8\ spin* '■ '- ^ 
rOBonanoo; lino# « - On the- other hand,» i# the , oavity were* under* 
eoupled for a partioular value of magnotio' Q*,-and-paased'" 
through > the matched oondition-in a phase of-relaxation f4X)m 
a saturated, but -nqt-neoeeearilv inverted et&te, one would 
observe an apparent inversion of the yeeonanoe' line, This 
latter state ; would- be undesirable :f rom -the^  point of-view^ 
of ambiguity , and this is-one reason an overooupled \ 
oavity was employed In euoh experiments'# -Figure M% shows 
the effect - with -normally underooupled oavity# - in- this
oaea, the oavity system to relaxing from an overooupled iyo;^ 
an underooupled state,* following- the applioation of- a^  power 
klystron pulse, when-the - power klystron*-pulse was ineuffi* 
oient for oomplete inversion# ixperim nt-ally, ■ the under# - 
coupled oondition was realised with a Bliding#etub -tuner.in' 
the oavity arm: Of the wavoi guide oirOuit* _.ThQ oirouit pafa^ 
meters were f » 1*3%; «- 9*8-Me/s ; fmod 1000 ops;
power pulse « 1 milllseo duration# • ..... *■ ' *
A more oomplete ploture, showing the-relent ion phenom** 
ena, is given in Figure 28* This observation was made with 
a Harwell MgO* epedimen in the*Œ 108 resonator at 4*2%,and
at an ope rating' f requenoy of 9* 3 %üo/s; ^ op^$  *
i^îlïB •*' milliW# The osoilloseppe sweep rate was 1 milli* 
sso/om# The time indicated for T% was 4 milllseo. This
Is in- Close agreement with the- relaxation time measurement 
âiadô on the amae-specimen by the frequency sweep method of 
adiabatic fast passage, ...... - • ..... * *
7,3 iMSïiioa SæmiimmM mJâl^ -Saâasâlas  ^ ■
Ï3aa elQotroBiechanieal systa» •foi' fielâ-madula-tlon* 4®- 
scribed in Section 7*7 suffered the disadvantage that the 
modulation frequency of 2000 cpa was too low*for effective 
Inversion and observation of the MgO resonance line# From 
observations made on eddy*current effects, however, it was * 
obvious that an increase in the modulation frequency applfsd'^  ' 
to the TH 111 resonator system- would shorten the 4#2% sxperl» 
mental operating time disasterously, ■ Hence, a new field sweep 
method had to be devised# ■ In thi s .method, a-thin wall CuMi * 
Tiil'102 resonator system was employed, as described in Section 
o # d) #' ' *  ^ " '■ * ■
With the TB 102 resonator, the attenuation of the field 
sweep at the paramagnetic* specimen was lower# The amplitude 
of-an-llgO resonance signal, -as- a measure cf the field sweep, 
decreased only 35^ as the- (sinusoidal) modulation frequency 
was increased from 250 ops to 6 ko/s# Bven with the 102 
resonator, however, it was necessary to drive the internal' 
modulation coils with lew duty#cycle pulses if eddy#current 
losses were to be kept to a minimum# ■ For example, with a - «- 
sinusoidal 18 kc/s field sweep cf 6 gauss, an experiment at 
4*2% was shortened from the hormal' IB hour period to about 
3 hours, as the result of eddy#current heating.
. » » I . t * ' .1 — V W .V * . K . f •• W . * P.. . I. f. .1 K V .» % f ' • ijH.
- •BxperimçB’tally ,* to-keep^ the eddy'^ourrent : lessee" to a ^
minimum and • to • satisfy the inversion-criteria, the -inte^mal 
fi©ld*modulatlan« coils were driven with a-1# 8-amp- current^ 
trapesoid of /duration- ^  400 yu see-and' repetition rate-IB- or^  
26-ops# In most of the experiments-carried out* the‘leading 
edge of this trapesoid was 200 yU sec long and the trailing
edge another 200 yu sec#........  ^ ■• - - - • -* - -
The d#o magnetic' field value was-adjusted so that thie 
trapesoidal modulation swept through the-spin resonance line^  
twice# (in the case-of-MgOr'•this would he the main résonance 
line#) The two resonance lines were ohserved with the- o#w * 
monitor klystron* The power klystron-pulse was then* applied 
while the leading edge of the» trapesoid was swept throMgh—  ‘ 
the spin resonance line, and the result of. such poWer appli# 
cation was observed with the c#w klystron as the trapezoidal 
sweep returned through the resonance condition^ (This * 
method had previously been employed by Ohester^'% but no 
circuit details were given# ) In these latter experiments, 
the power klystron pulse was increased %h ^  460 milliwatt 
with the aid of a sliding#stub tuner placed at the %*13 • - • 
klystron (section 6# 1(a))-# Furthermore, trie resonant cavity
was left slightly ovarooupled# ...... ........
■ ' With' reference to Figs# 14, 15, ami 18, circuit opera#
tion was as - follows-: - « « * «...  •
1) The trapezoidal current*sweep output from the power 
amplifier (Fig* 18) was produced by driving this
(normally biased to .with the lW)!volt
trapezdidAl positlto pulse output from the bootstrap 
sweep olrdùlt V4* in this base# the" driving' multlvl# 
brator, VI, was In the 18 ops or 26 ops^posltlon* ***
B) AS In seotlon 7*7, the output pulse from VI triggered 
the one#shot“ multivibrator V12 through the triggerdiode,* V17»A# * * * - - > - .■...<•> . « - - «* « '
3) The output of VÏ2 (trailing edge) triggered the one*
shot multivibrator V13 through the trigger diode,
?17*B* ' This multivibrator applied a lOO volt pool* 
tive pulse to the bathode folloVof blippbr eirbùit
V14**A which in turn applied an essentially flat#topped 
96 volt positive pulse to the- power»-klystron-reflector*
4) The powei^  klystron quib^oent reflebtqi^'Wltag^ ' 
set to the high frèquehôy edge of the I# mode ad-that
the pul80 applioation would bring the klystron fre* 
quenoy to the oavity resonanoe frequency»
5) The time constant of'viB was adjusted until the power
klystron frequenoy arrived at the resonance value as
the field wavefoma-started the first sweep through 
the resonance line* . » . »
6) The time constant of V13 was adjusted until the dura# 
tion of the power klystron pulse was equal to that 
time taken by the field sweep circuit to sweep through 
the resonance line#
■* \
7*8 (a) Am)l,ifiqatloh W # h  % 0 q,t, 1 # 3 %  ............
A field sweep experiment with a Harwell MgO crystal iS' 
now described. The experiment was^ carried out with an over# 
coupled oavity at 1 * 3 %  and at a frequency » 9#05-M€o/Sf 
The Harwell specimen was out to size to fit the Ti lOB reso* 
nator: the weight of a specimen was now 0*72 gms and the
total est inflated •number- of spine l'ss-6t7‘ ' Thorcwqtal
was-located along -the field--aweop.-axis^  at the centre of the"-' 
reaonat or* - Mote that the orye tal- -waS'-. no t»- -out. along., any - deft# 
nlte crystal axle einoe -it* 4s isotropic in- tto maWr résonance 
line# lor was it located along any crystal • reference, axis
in the resonator* ......  ...... — ......  » -> '
.•Figure 29 shows the sweep voltage applied to the field# 
sweep power amplifier*- - As shown, the sweeps drive waveform * 
was made slightly .asymmetrical 4n« this experiment* The time 
scale is 100 ^ s ec/cm in this « photograph*^ -With this sweep, 
the two resonance lines displayed by a monitor power‘O-f- •
•#71*6 X  10 ■ - watts are-às shown in Fig, 31* • The apparent «- • ' 
difference in line «widths is due to the field sweep asymmetiy. 
In Fig# 31, the scales are 200 zi(V/om and 100 seo/omt f or Y# 
modulation and X#modula t i on, respectively * The result of a 
470 milliwatt power pulse applioation is shown in .Fig* 32&
In this figure, the « large negative pulse te the power kly# 
atron pulse which has saturated the IF amplif ier, and the 
following negative#going waveform is the - inverted HgO main 
resonance line* « The time and amplitude « scales are as in « 
Fig* 31, as is the monitor power* ■ It was estimatèd that on 
this amplitude scale a monitor , «power of 1.6 x 10^ ^ watts 
would oorrespond to 80 mV# Thus the power gain in this 
case would he 10 dh, 1 0 0 - sec « after inversion,* Mote that 
with this specimen It was necessary to use a fairly low «-» » 
monitor power, as it was estimated that the Saturation Factor
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PIG. 29FIELD SWEEP DRIVING VOLTAGE
100 /i sec
PIG. 30MgO ABSORPTION AND CAVITY REFLECTION
100 yA sec
100/ji sec 100/A sec
PIG. 31MgO RESONANCE ABSORPTION (monitor 1.5 % 10*7^)
■ ■ ■ I I
PIG. 32 MgO EMISSION
(t V inverting power)
For the above figures, T % 1.3%;
N IS 6 X  1 0 17
. H , . i, „ V-. ) L \ fat V-t ^
at resonanoc (l / would equal for an Inol#
dent power leve3. of about S^^atte* . .  ^ ,
The power reflected frem the cavity dwlng the power ^ 
pulee applioation oould be - observed with etroright deteotion 
as shown in Fig# 30* The ohànge In power reflected from the 
oavity oooure as the magnetio field swqepe through thereoo# 
nanoe near the end of the pulee* Tb^f-eweep time is again
100 jueeo/om* . - . .....
It was of interest to note that in %%#tion to the main
MgO reeonanoe line; it wae also poeeible to^  invert ea<&i ef»^' - '
the eix aatellltee# The*gain» over invereion'^under ouoh qondi# 
tione, however, did not appear tO'^exoeed unity* *  ^ ^
In conelu8ion it should be » stated' that the experiment
on the main reeonanoe line was also carried out at 4*2%* »
At this-temperature, however,- only a partial-invereion of the 
resonanoe line could be attained with the technique employed* 
At this temperature with an MgO epeclmen containing 10^? 
apino, Oheeter^ observed that the inverted state persisted 
for about 2*5 millleeq; in this instance the regenerative 
gain was Bo db at 126y<sed after inversion and fell to 3 db 
at 720 y^eec*
7.8 (b| \
in thie experimentf Whlch was repeated, at fq « 9*08 idlc/e 
and T * 1*3%, the amount of paramagnetic material in the
oavity was doubled. The second Ifa^ ewoll'JigO/ speoiaxmn* was -out"- ‘ 
to fit the TB 102 resonator, and» was-mounted besido\ tW' SPOoi"" 
men already in the oavity# The total number of spins» was 
then ^1*2 x 10-^# To eneure rigidity, the two\epec'#ene » 
were stuok together-with: nail varnish hefor#.heing- embedded 
in the Jabolite that f illed the lower half of the-oavlty,-' ' ' 
The oryetals were inside the-area- swept-by*the internalTmodu# 
lation ooil. With the e]jding#stub tuner, the^  powerrklyet^on 
was adjusted carefully for iiaximura output'# ^ This- adjustment 
was carried out While pulsing the klystron* From-the X#13 
klystron operating characteristics, the op-timum^  power at 
this frequency was estimated to be 470 milliwatts#.... -  ^ .
Using the technique (^ d^escribed in the previous.section, 
a large inve^ed resonance line was observed with a lAonitor 
power of /^1,5 x lO'^^^watts following the application of 
the power klystron pulse*. This inverted state persisted^ 
after the monitor klystron was disconnected from the circuit* 
Furthermore, this oscillation pulse could be observed with 
straight detection when the local oscillator klystron was 
also disconnected* - • « • .« .. .
oscillation- pulse shown in Fig* 33 -bias the ampll#
tude modulated characteristic observed by investigators * 
working with other paramagnetic material* The time scale 
in this photograph is 70 yu sec/om* The - duration of the - 
pula© was dependent on the field sweep characteristics, and
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5 mW
70 y^sec
FIGURE 33
MgO OSCILTATION PULSE WITH AMPLITUDE MODULATION 
(Field sweep inversion -- i watt)
Ks 1.3 X 10^®, T = 1.3°K, fo B 9.05 Mo/s
thus orit'içàlly dependent' on" the quleçoent level- of th©‘-d?-c 
magnetic field# By varying the quiescent field level, the 
pulse duration could be varied from about 150 /4 see to- «
60 sec shorter duration pulses could not»-be-produced#
11 was noted that-- the amplitude modulation. wa#. most: pro** 
nounèed 4n the longer pul sea* -The peak 'powef during- a 100 
y/ eeo pulse, auoh as is shown in Fig# 33, was estimated to 
be 5 milliwatts# From such an estimate,, it was* possible to 
define and evaluate a Gonverslon Effiolency f'aotor (0*B#) 
for the system such that
* Inverting Klystron Power '
in this case, . » . ' '
= 470 X 10-^ =
for a conversion at the- same frequency# » -
It is of further Interest to define an Emission Effi** 
ciegcy factor for the oscillatory condition, such
that
^ ^ Ener^ contained in Single Oeo, Pulse (7# 5)
Spin Energy After Oomplete inversion(lf)
In the above, ■¥ -*** the maximum energy stored in the spin 
system from Equation 3#1B, would
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where M ie the total number of spine#in this experiment,- 
> the parametsjes mH9»- 1 %' 10-® *pina|^ 't s 9*6B.,x -ID® «0,8
-Ï s l*S°K»(h 8 8»02 X erg-aao} k g 1*57 x  10*^^ erg/de*
gre# BQ that , . . ■ • .
¥ % 12 X 10"’^ joule8
%In this experiment, estimated « values-, -for the oeoillation 
pulse were ^ ® milliwatt## and ■ puiee , duration :% '
100 yU see# Thus, the energy oontained in the^  observed esqll^ 
lation pulse would be to a first approximation' . 2,6 x. 10-7, 
joules (neglecting amplitude modulation).# Thus the Emission
iffleienay would be -  ^ .:' ■ : a.s X 10"7®.B* 8 J _ g  ^ ^0*7 * 20^
As a measure of ose 11 latery operational effioieney# it 
is worth while eomparing the above re suits - with those ealcu**
lated from the data given by Ohestêr in osoillation experi**
8mente oh irradiated quartz#- - Chester quotes., as follows;
M ^ 10?^  ^spins ; T #. 4*2%; if # 0#O- % 10^ ops; klystron 
powey r 500 milliwatts; peak osoillation power e 12 milli** 
watts; oscillation pulse duration # 10 /Aseq# por which 
case, using the above equations, 0*1# # 2#4^ and 
1*B# % 2 0 % for irradiated quartz maser#
■ • V  '“ M '
. ... '  - . , .  . .  A . . . .  ,.I.........  . . V „ V X29,.
The ooHditiona for ohaerving an oscillation pulse were 
quite critical# and several experiments were carried out‘in 
which ■ no oscillation pulse-wan detected»- It Was found# ' at 
this stage# that the % of the TE 102 resonator had de*^  
c reased somewhat ( due to repeated soldering) -,and the cavity 
was# • therefore#' re-silvered# - ■ in the next experiment 'carried 
out at 1# 3PK# ( f0 9*0’'M€o/s# <i: ■* 7000) #• an ? ce c il 1 at ion -
pulse of ahout 6 milliwatt was observed as shown- in Figs# 34# 
36 and 36# In each of these figures, the sweep time is
Boo yUseCy/^  c^ m* * .... * «  ^ - » »  » v . » » , » . »,. *■
In Fig# 34# the gain of the IF amplifier has been re*# 
duced so that the oscillation pulse does not saturate - the* 
amplifier# it can be noted that this lOC^ sec* oscillation 
pulse does not have the amnlitude^mcdulated oharacteristio 
observed with the previous-experiment# ' * - * * - - - '
• ■■ m  Fig# 36, -the gain* of the IF amplifier has been in­
creased to the maximum# and the amplifier is saturated py 
both the inverting and oscillation'pulse# It was found# 
that if the local oscillator reflector voltage was shifted 
slightly# the amplifier outptit would have the form shown in 
Fig# 36* In this figure, the IF. amplifier is unsaturated for 
part of the inverting period when the magnetic field eweepe 
through the molecular resonance# It is not exAdtly under* 
stood why the inverting pulse and oscillation pulse
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FIGURE 34 MgO OSCILLATION PULSE WITHOUT AMPLITUDE MODULATION
800 yu-sec
200 /*sec 200 vuaec
FIGURE 35MgO OSCILLATION PULSE —  INTERMEDIATE FREQ,UENCY AMPLIFIER SATURATED
FIGURE 36MgO OSCILLATION PULSE —  AMPLIFIER UNSATURATED DURING INVERSION
In all figs., T s 1.3°K, fo -9.0 kMo/s, N% 1.3 x 10^®
. I . . Inn J. 1 * » * . VH ^ t • I. I(v,t Vi-»-’ J' » It t 'A.t « ^ » V 5». ». -« "» ~ f*» »■ D^l* **■
displays daoreassd at different rataS' as the looal oscillator 
frequenoy was taken off the superheterodyne value# it is 
possible that the local oscillator is- «pulled" slightly by- 
the power klystron during the inverting pulse, in which case 
the •inverting and esoillation pulse displays would-differ *■ 
slightly with the looal-osoillator frequency variation#* * This 
could be ‘Checked by increasing the isolation factor in the
local oscillator circuit# « ......
The difference in* the shape of the- oscillation pulses 
in Figures 33 and 34 was even more* puzzling# * *• The •-theories 
formulated^ to explain^ the nature* of an osoHlatlcn'
pulse seemed to be- somewhat inadequate and it Was* felt that 
the •oscillatory behaviour should be*^ furthef examined#...Fol­
lowing a suggestion made by prof# - atevens^ 7 attempt %#ae^  
made to monitor the behaviour of the longitudinal component * 
of magnetization during the oscillation pulse# * We postulated 
that if the energy in the cavity.was oscillating between the 
spin system and microwave- field at-say 60 kc/s ( as might be 
inferred from Fig* 33), it should cause a measurable voltage 
to be induced in a coil wound around the % 0  crystals the 
cavity* It Was-» estimated •■-that a peak- voltage of ^ milli- 
volt might be picked up with a 60 turn coil at the 50 kc/s 
frequency* when a coil was wound around the specimens (with 
the coil axis along the main field axis) it was found that 
the % of the cavity was seriously affected, despite the fact 
that the coil was located along the plane of the microwave
înagnetio-fieidt Tim %-“wa» affected seriously when more than' 
two turns of 48 gauge oopper wire were wound^ around the-orys- 
tais» Thus# the experiment had to be abandoned# A possible 
alternative method is# however# given, in Ohapter 8#
(o) jaMafeian.Mltk MaaftsA   ■...
Following the suooessful oscillatory; experiments with 
the irradiated MgO speoimens# a similar experiment was*- ' 
carried out on-an-irradiated diamond specimen to-see if—in­
version could be -attained#. Using the method described in* 
Bection 7*8# a pulse ' of * klystron power-( 470 milliwatt) ' Was 
applied to specimen 89 and the result of such-application 
was monitored looyusec later- with-the-c#w klystron ^w) # 
Saturation of the diamond resonance line was*, observed-with 
this pulse power at f ^ -9i#B Jkgc/s-and T- #-1##%*. - invert ;.v. '
sion# however#-was not.attained» This result might be- antici­
pated from paragraph 2a of section 6* 1 oovering^ the adiaf 
batio fast-passage conditions# since in this cade the re# 
laxation time# %  0#6 miXltsec) is not long compared
with the field sweep time-#- ■ - - - *.........  -
As a means of studying the degree of saturation bf 
the system as a function of %invertlng^’ power# the ampli^ 
tude of the resonance, absorption charaoteristiowas monto 
to red as a function of pulse power 100 after the pulse
application# -and the results are plotted in semi**logarithmtc
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ATTSUUATION Db*
FIGURE 37
DIAMOUp 29 SATURATION CHARACTERISTIC 
100 usee AFTER POWER PULSE 
(Field sweep method)
l^etween degree of satUratiort and **invertlng"pôwe)z le nom*»
1 lïiea3P% ' - " ' ' " « " -I ,1 « t . (j 8.. I. . »./. ’
7*3 (d) aa^passe-iagga^^at
. Doped. Silioon . . ». ......... .......
-A epin reeoAànoe experiment wae-carried out'on of  ^
the phoephorou$"'doped elldeon cryetala, This e%$eri#ent wae 
Incidental as this type of^  crystal'^  had heen extensively 
etudled In a twb*leyel maeer T%r Waters atr 8,RvD #3S*Ohrlet^ 
ohuroh^ The epeclmenT ( weight 1*4 gm; thlotneee*, 3mm;, « ^
H S" 1 -4'3 X  10^^ epins) -was mounted on Jâhcllte ale)0 the - 
fB 10^ reecnat0r f leld#eweep axle with-its hrcadi faoev normal 
to the incident poWer-vector*' The reecnator length waa^ * ' 
shortened to counteract the effect^ of the - e llicon^ (%' 11 $ $3)
on -^ he resonant fre^^ucncy» Wlth-thle-epeolmen# the length 
of the"TB 108 resonator was reduced to 55 mm for operation 
at 0$ o5 '3^ 1c/^ C‘ and" • "■' - ' • ■ - < - * - -
•  ^With a c#w klystron power of lo-yuw (which was well into»
saturation under steady^state conditions)# a resonance spectra' (
was cheerved Which oonslsted of two equal and narrow abscriM 
tion lines* The amplitude of i&ie reoonanoe linee waa-leaS' ^ 
than 10 millivolts on the oscilloscope- and as this level was 
emaller than that for the harwell MgO crystal-by C'factor of 
500 i it was thus at the threshold -of the epectrometcr* •
the amplitude^ of the reeonance signal cculd# however# be 
increased to 10 millivolts ****^- with the same, inoident power
level by shimimg w h i t e 1 Ight - down the ghartz tuning 
rodt In this oaea the lights source Was a G#5iŸolt# ,a^o»
0f 16 amp bulb mounted on a-frame about the ^ quarts tuning 
rod as shown in^  Figures 4 and 6# • •
• ■ Since ^ relaxation" times in  the order o f minutee- had' ' 
been observed by Waters w ith  s im ila r c rye tale# the- in v e rt  
sion technique of this investigation could not be Buètably 
applied# An inversion of-the reeonanoe lin e s  was attempted 
by a) m echanically sweeping the magnetic f ie ld - through the 
resonance condition with the power klystron fully -
b) attenuating this klystron fully (70 db)$ c) re tu rn in g  
the d^c'magnetic f ie ld - to -th e  resonance cond it ion ; and • 
d) monitoring the resonance s ignal w ith  th is  low klystron 
power# Some-'degree-of-saturation and relaxation was,- oh*- • 
served with this rather crude method* The- signal was# how** 
ever#' so close to the spectrometer threshold-that no quali^' 
tative measurements could be made other than an approximation 
of which was judged to  be of the order of many seconds.
(mPTBR 8 
Gomimioi^ TS Am moommmATiom
- ■ With this massr-design it- has-- been possible to-produoe 
OBOillatlon pulses at the Inyerslon frequemoy* -fhus# t h @ ' ' 
thesis aim has been aehleved# and in this respect the follow^ 
ing oonolusions and-reetm^endations-may be-made* - ^ -
With the MgO crystals investigated# the-available 
klystron power ('^  460 milliwatt) was just auffieient to 
effêot 0 so illation ut‘ the lowest * working tempe rature* of' * 
1*5%#- The generation of oscillations' would therefore be - ' 
much more certain‘if the’inverting- klystron power and sample
sise (or concentration) could be increased# ■  ^    ^ - - -
If the paramagnetic sample were made to fill the oavity 
completely # the system could be* much-more e a s ily  tuned# In' 
th is  case-# the operating frequency at liq u id  helium  tempera# 
tures would be essentially the same as a t room temperatures# 
To reduce the eddy#current losses incurred with the f ie ld  
sweep method# the oavity could be made from a section of MgO 
(or other crystal) covered with a thin deposit of- silver# 
W hile the silver deposit would be^effective in containing - 
the microwave fields within the caVity# it would perm it the 
application of a sweep field to the specimen# Furthermore* 
a piok#up coil could be wound around the* outside of the- 
oavity to detect 1 ow#frequency changes in  the longitudinal
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opmponent of The- pickup - circuits
to W  designed ao that it-would not- respond to the ewept 
field* . If thie effect proved tfoubleeome*-the adleWtio ^ ^ * •- 
frequenay sweep method of inversion could he-re#investigated* 
■ • With this-■ system it .should-he posaihle'.to-produce *■ — .- 
oBoillation pulses at a frequenoy higher than the **inverting^ 
frequency# - Wslng-a pulsed magnetic field for this* purpose* 
oare would have to he taken to ensure that the osoiiiatory
• • • * 1 - • * . ' h t
energy were emitted only in the desired mode* From-the * in# 
vestigations' in this thesis -it would appear that •osoilla#- 
tion in an undesirahle mode would-not occur if the rate of 
field sweep were sufficiently high#
APEÏÏHDIX A
Oompom^nt
Medium power klfetron 
Low power kly#ron
Bllâing^stui? tuners
'
30 #  TuriaLle attônuutors 
40 db oaWLrated attenuator 
10 ûlo direetionai coupler 
flexible Wave ? guide 
Wave guide flanges: 
choke 
plain
Varia» X«^13..  "■
Bngl ish- "ii Xeo t rio- %311
MlorowaveZInstruments Ltd, 
32/1400
M.Ï.Ï,, 3S/670
M.Î.L. 38/€3B 
32/0.700 
Sandera tG-16-6pO
American type 0040 a/u
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